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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Our affective experience of the world can take many forms, from the
fright aroused when one's automobile starts skidding on ice to the quiet
pleasure that infuses one after finishing a novel. Yet there are certain
kinds of emotional experiences that, in this culture at least, we con-
sider more "real" or "true" than others, experiences that we perceive as
revealing something direct, honest, uncontaminated about who we are.
Sometimes these experiences are directly described in terms of feelings
and emotions: for example, "discovering one's genuine feelings" or
"recognizing one's unconscious emotions." At other tiiries they may go
under a more existential rubric, of self and being: for exaitple, "find-
ing one's true self" or "becoming aware of who one really is," The
characterizations are numerous. And while it might be inaccurate to
assume that they always describe identical or even parallel kinds of
experiences, for the most part they delineate an "event" that is not
only widely recognized, but that is commonly experienced, in this cul-
ture at least.
The descriptive phrases themselves suggest several unifying at-
tributes of these experiences: that they are occurences distinguished
from the coimon flow of day-to-day happenstance; that they are taken to
be a form of learning or discovery, whose general provenance is one's
bounded, inner self; and finally, that what is learned or discovered has
something fundamentally to do with who one is, at least as reflected in
one's feelings. (It should be noted here that for the purposes of this
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thesis, we have found it unnecessary to draw distinctions between feel-
ings and emotions, accepting, rather, their largely interchangeable
usage in common everyday language.)
One particular phrase, whose popular use has pushed it into the
realm of cliche, perhaps best eiibodies these themes: "getting in touch
with one's true feelings." Its very hackneyedness reflects the tremen-
dous extent to which the kind of experience it labels has pervaded
contemporary life. The scientists and sophisticates among us may feel a
kind of disdainful revulsion for the pop psychology ethos which the
phrase conjures up, but in whatever terms such experiences are
described, no one can be immune from the cultural assunptions they
reflect, nor from the beliefs about emotions and the self of which the
phrase, "getting in touch with true feelings," is but the most general-
ized and prosaic representation.
During an early, informal discussion about a project to map out the
territory of "true feelings" experiences, one psychologist colleague
professed what seemed like a somewhat disingenous "confusion" about the
meaning of the phrase. A brief explanation, couched in less commonplace
terms, elicited greater curiosity and, finally, this interested
response: " Oh, I see. It's about when people find out what they really
feel." It was clear, then, that this colleague, too, harbored basic
beliefs about the relative "realness" (read "truth") of certain emotions
and emotional experiences. Most people have at least an intuitive sense
of this pervasive phenomenon, and indeed an industry— psychotherapy-
has arisen over the past decades whose express purpose, in part, is to
help people find and affirm their deepest, "truest" emotions (see, for
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exairple, Fronro-Reichman, 1950; Gustafson, 1986; Luborsky, 1984; Mahrer,
1967; Winnicott, 1975). (Under different rubrics, this metaphrastic task
actually has a centuries-old tradition [see Ellenberger, 1970; Frank,
1974]
,
but here we are speaking of its form in conteirporary culture.
)
The point is that under whatever semantic guise, in whatever con-
text, the experience of "getting in touch with true feelings" plays a
significant role in the emotional life of our culture and carries as-
sumptions that go right to the heart of our beliefs about who we are and
what we feel, it would seem likely, then, that its scientific explica-
tion would b^ve occupied the endeavors of at least a few social scien-
tists. However, the literature on the topic is remarkable for its
paucity, A conprehensive conputer search through the last twenty years
of Psychological Abstracts uncovered no books, dissertations, or ar-
ticles examining the notion of "true feelings," "authentic emotions,"
"genuine selves" or the like, although at least in several instances the
phrase "getting in touch with true feelings" (or something relatively
similar) was found in the abstracts of the articles and manuscripts
themselves. It may be the case, then, that our assunptions about the
experience of true feelings are so widely, even unconsciously, held, are
such an undifferentiated aspect of our basic emotional presuppositions,
that they have rarely merited notice.
That we should CTbark upon an examination of such experiences now
does not mean, however, that we must operate entirely within an intel-
lectual vacuum. The history of philosophical and psychological musings
on the subject of emotions reflects evaluative tendencies not unlike
those which have led to the current differentiation of "true" from other
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feelings. Indeed, the second most common enterprise in psychological
studies of emotions seems to be their categorization along lines of
good-bad, positive-negative, purposeful-purposeless, etc. (The most
common enterprise consists of trying to figure out exactly what an
emotion is!) The categorization, true-false, differs from previous
dichotomies in that it raises the question of authenticity, of what is
genuine and real. For example, it does not automatically follow that
"true feelings" are "good feelings:" conceivably fear or resentment or
hate might turn up among one's discovered "true feelings." The deter-
mination of a feeling's "trueness" depends on criteria that may be
different from mere virtue; it requires making a choice among competing
views, coirpeting values, about the nature of reality and about what
constitutes a person. For instance, recognizing whether a particular
loving feeling, or set of loving feelings, is "true," depends both on
some a priori expectations about what might constitute truth and on some
a posteriori validation that this truth has been found. There is nothing
theoretically startling here, of course; this is merely the means by
which truth is constituted in many human activities, whether in the
sciences, arts, or emotions. However, the assuiiptions which "guide"
these processes remain largely unexamined, and it is the intent of this
thesis to make those assumptions explicit, for what they may tell us
about the nature of emotions and the self.
The evaluation of emotions in terms of good or bad has an ancient
history. Averill (1979) , for example, adduces judgments of anger extend-
ing as far back as the first century A.D. However, the evaluation of
emotions in terms of truth or falsity may have a more recent history.
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Ellenberger (1970) describes a general intellectual trend, which he
terms "the unmasking trend", whose beginnings he traces back to at least
the seventeenth century. He describes this trend as "the systematic
search for deception and self-deception and the uncovering of underlying
truth" in the understanding of human thought and behavior. He sees the
origins of this trend in the works of seventeenth century French
moralists such as Le Rochefoucauld, and he briefly traces its pursuit
through the philosophical writings of Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, the
social theory of Marx, the plays of Ibsen, and ultimately the work of
Freud. The socio-historical conditions that lent such power to this
pursuit are beyond the purview of Ellenberger 's thesis and ours; but as
the pervasiveness of the idea of true feelings in contemporary American
culture reveals, the belief that there lies beneath manifest psycho-
logical phenomena some hidden, contrary reality may be more firmly held
now than ever before.
Examining the underlying nature of this reality, at least with
regard to the experience and expression of emotions, is, in part, the
quest of this thesis. It is not a quest without inportant antecedents.
Although restricted in scope (though not in aim), James' The Varieties
of Religious Experience (1902) may have been the first psychological
study of "true feelings" experiences. In it James argued, among much
else, for the existence of an "unseen order," of "something there...more
deep [than] .. .current psychology supposes," something felt in one's
soul. Although the book consists for the most part of descriptions,
comparisons, and classifications of religious experience, it is also an
argument for the centrality of intuition and feelings, as against
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positivist logic and rationalism, in the construction of belief. As
White (1986) has elaborated, James' views on the nature of truth,
belief, and consciousness were inconsistent, and the radical enpiricism
which James espoused towards the end of his life only partially captures
the depths of James' thinking, in The Varieties of Relioious ExperiencP
James' takes a decisive step away from the narrow rationalism of his
Principles of Psychology (1890) , and his view that emotions can help
determine belief where logic and experience fail is a profound departure
from his earlier and reknown definition of emotions (i.e., the feeling
of bodily changes directly following "the PERCEPTION of the exciting
fact" [1884]).
James's descriptions of mystical experiences reveal several
qualities which may bear some relationship to true feelings experiences
in general. These qualities include the sense that the einotions involved
arise from deep within the self, the sense that what is happening is
beyond one's control, and the sense that the feelings are almost un-
bearably intense. An overwhelming clarity and sense of greater under-
standing, what James terms "noetic" qualities, are also ijiportant con-
comittants. In terms of the feelings involved, it seems that joy and
ecstasy predominate in mystical experience, and this is corroborated in
a contenporary extension of James's work by Andrew Greeley entitled
Ecastasyr A Way of Knowing" (1974) . An important question remains,
however, as to whether "true feelings" are necessarily positive (James
himself abjured philosophical and religious doctrines that could not
account for the truths reflected in painful feelings and "sick souls.")
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Greeley found that at least a third of Americans had had ex-
periences that could be described as "mystical." Again, "emotional
intensity" and an "increase in.
. .knowledge" were coimion to the ex-
periences, and the central feelings included joy, love, and inner peace.
There are close parallels, which Greeley readily acknowledged, between
the kinds of mystical events he surveyed and another class of "true
feelings" phenomena: Maslow's "peak-experiences" (Maslow, 1968). Working
at the height of humanistic psychology's popularity in the early
sixties, Maslow wrote extensively about such experiences (see, for
exanple, 1970, 1972) and his widely anthologized views provoked further
psychological studies. These included an examination of the psycho-
dynamic bases of peak-experiences (Blanchard, 1969) , of their relation-
ship to self-actualization (McClain & Andrews, 1965), of their clinical
utility (Thome, 1963), and of their personality correlates (Mathes &
Zevon, 1981).
Like Maslow's original theory, subsequent work on peak experiences
has suffered from an essentialist naivete that glorifies the "natural"
goodness of the self and holds that through such experiences we are able
to perceive the "objective" world. Certainly many people have emotional
responses that can be termed "peak-experiences," and perhaps, as Maslow
suggested, nearly everyone is capable of having them; but Maslow's
explanatory framework was ultimately limited by its universalizing
pretensions, and even Maslow acknov/ledged that his research methods
tended to, in Greeley's phrase, "reveal only raptures" and ignore the
ignoble in such experiences. (A research agenda was drawn up, as a
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correlary to Maslow's work, to investigate "nadir experiences" [see
Thome, 1963], but it never gained much momentum.)
In spite of its limitations, Maslow's research, in conjuction with
the work of Greeley and James, has several important implications for
the present study. It suggests that while different classes of "true
feelings" may differ in content, they have siinilar characteristics and
are widely experienced. Pilot questionnaires for the current study
corroborated the pervasiveness of "true feelings" experiences, but found
in addition that such experiences were not limited to peak and mystical
events. However, they often exhibited the same fundamental characteris-
tics: they came on suddenly, they were experienced as intense, they felt
beyond one's control, and they were educative and restorative.
From a psychological perspective, what are we to make of these
phenomena? The often radically divergent views on the psychological
nature of emotions themselves provides a less than unified foundation
for exploration. Are true feelings largely biological? The notion of
"getting in touch" suggests a palpable, tactile activity, as though the
true feelings one gets in touch with exist in some substantive, perhaps
even physiological, form. Winnicott (1965) , following certain theories
of Freud and with some subsequent validation by the research of Stern
(1985) among others, has argued most eloquently for the idea of a fun-
damentally physiological sense of being as the basis for a "true self."
And this idea, in conbination with ideas about the biological, pre-wired
roots of our "basic" emotional repertoire, provides some suggestion that
true feelings experiences may contain a potentially pre-verbal, perhaps
even pre-social component.
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Alternately, we might ask, are true feelings largely a social
phenomena? They are experienced, like other emotions, as arising from
inside ourselves, yet the meanings they reveal (in their self-educative
aspects) and the validations they provide (of religious and other social
experience) seem part and parcel of the larger cultural context. To what
extent, then, if any, is there an interplay between one's experience of
true feelings as deeply personal (both at psychical and, perhaps,
physiological levels) and their basis in the life of one's social order
and culture?
In addition, emotions are often viewed as fundamentally irrational
or, less pejoratively, non-cognitive behaviors. Certainly true feelings
experiences seem to bear the passion and intensity so often adduced as
evidence for the irrationality of emotions. Yet the studies of peak and
mystical experience, as well as our preliminary pilot data, also suggest
that true feelings experiences have a rational, revelatory, educational
quality. What is the logic or illogic of such experiences, in what ways
are they more or less rational? And, in particular, in what ways and to
what extent are they experienced differently than the other feelings of
everyday life?
Given the widespread occurence of true feelings experiences, a
study that could begin to answer these questions might provide some
important insight into the relation between emotions and cognitions,
culture and self. In addition, such a study might shed light on both the
personal and social value of such experiences. At a basic level, an
investigation of true feelings phenomena might provide some descriptive
categories, bearing upon the intrapsychic and interpersonal, the cogni-
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tive and cultural, from which to launch further explorations of this
vast and relatively uncharted topic. If, as it seems, our beliefs about
true feelings are so enbedded in our perceptions of self and world that
they've evaded the scrutiny of our scientific curiosity, it may be time
to bring them into focus. And by so doing we may hope to glimpse the
recursive shapings of culture and individuals that inform all psycho-
logical phenomena. An examination of true feelings experiences is basi-
cally an atteirpt to understand how we understand ourselves. And in the
end we may come to see, as Rosaldo (1984) has written in a related
context, "the ways in which such understandings grow, not from an inner
essence relatively independent of the social world, but from experience
in a world of meanings, images, and social bonds, in which all persons
are inevitably involved."
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CHAPTER II
METHODS
Overview
In order to assess the prevalence of true feelings experiences, as
well as determine people's abilities to recall and describe such ex-
periences, an open-ended pilot questionnaire was constructed and dis-
tributed to a dozen people. Drawing on this information, as well as on
prior research on related phenomena (see Introduction) , a much longer
questionnaire was constructed and piloted on approximately thirty
people. The final questionnaire (see the Appendix) was derived from all
the pilot data and contained thirty-nine questions with a total of over
400 possible variables. The intent, obviously, was to cast as wide a net
as possible in exploring these ubiquitous, yet understudied, psycho-
logical events.
Subjects
Subjects were 195 students enrolled in psychology courses at the
tftiiversity of Massachusetts, ranging in age from 17 to 34 (mean age =
^
20) . Sixty-six subjects were men; 129 were women. Of these, 173 (57 ^4 ^
males, 116 females) completed usable questionnaires.
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Procedure
Subjects were recruited in psychology classes at the University of
Massachusetts, and through advertising placed at a central location in
the university's Psychology building. The recruitinent and advertising
consisted inerely of asking students to participate in a study of emo-
tions and informing them of the times and places for participation.
Students were also told they would earn one "experimental credit" which
could be applied toward their course grade.
Upon arriving at the session, held in psychology classrooms, sub-
jects were greeted by the experimenter or an assistant and handed the
questionnaire, which they were told was self-explanatory. Subjects were
also asked to sign an informed consent form. During the time that sub-
jects were filling out their questionnaires, the experimenter or an
assistant was available for questions, although questions were rarely
asked. The last page of the questionnaire contained a paragraph explain-
ing the general purposes of the study and offering to share the final
results with any interested participants. When subjects were finished
and the questionnaires returned (there were no unreturned
questionnaires)
,
subjects were given their experimental credit slip.
Five inconplete questionnaires were eliminated from the data base,
as were two questionnaires of subjects who, in responding to a final
question, indicated that they had not been "honest and conscientious" in
conpleting the questionnaire. (Cbviously we had to accept the paradoxi-
cal assunption that they had been "honest and conscientious" in answer-
ing the final quesion.) And finally, in order to form a data base con-
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sisting entirely of true feelings data, we eliminated the fourteen
questionnaires of subjects who could not recall ever having had a true
feelings experience. (These subjects had been instructed to fill out the
questionnaire on the basis of what they imagined a true feelings ex-
perience might be.) This left a total of 173 questionnaires for data
analysis— 57 males and 116 females.
Materials
As previously noted, the questionnaire which is the basis for this
study was derived from two pilot studies, in these initial studies,
subjects were asked a variety of open-ended questions about the ex-
perience of "getting in touch with true feelings." Among the questions
was a request for a detailed description of such an experience. Using
the pilot data as a descriptive source, we constructed the final ques-
tionnaire, consisting of thirty-nine questions and over four hundred
potential variables. The questionnaire took approximately forty-five
minutes to conplete, although the rate of conpletion varied from twenty
minutes to one and a half hours.
Subject instructions
Following several sinple questions assessing subjects' familiarity
with true feelings experiences, subjects with some familiarity were
asked to try and "relive" a true feelings episode and then give a writ-
ten description of it. As previously noted, subjects with no familiarity
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were asked to imagine what they thought a true feelings episode might be
like and to provide, if possible, a written description, in answering
most of the remaining questions, subjects simply had to check or circle
answers or descriptors with which they agreed. However, write-in space
was provided at the end of questions in case subjects found that none of
the given choices captured their particular experience. (Few subjects
availed themselves of this option.) The questionnaire was largely con-
structed to follow the general time line of the episodes themselves; in
other words, questions regarding the eliciting conditions preceded
questions regarding the experience itself which preceded questions
regarding the episode's aftereffects.
Episode information
In addition to questions about the "inner experience" of their true
feelings episode, subjects were asked to recall any events that may have
triggered the episode, as well as any clues that may have indicated that
the episode was ending. Additional questions were asked regarding how
long the episode lasted, when it was first recognized as a true feelings
episode, and where the "true feelings" came from. The emotional content
of the episode, and the emotional context, were also the subject of
several quesions.
Comparison episodes
Near the beginning of the questionnaire, after providing some
preliminary data on their true feelings episodes, subjects were asked to
describe an emotional episode of "about the same length and intentsity,"
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if possible, but one which they would not consider to have been an
episode of "getting in touch with true feelings." The intent here was to
bring their true feelings episode into greater relief against the back-
drop of their emotional experiences in general. Subjects were then given
twenty-one statements conparing the two episodes and asked to choose all
with which they agreed.
Life events information
Subjects were given a list of major events, culled from several
"life events" checklists, and asked to check off all those which had
occured within the six months preceding their true feelings episode.
'Phey were then instructed to return to the events they had checked off
and to circle any which they believed had an iirpact on the episode.
Miscellaneous items
In addition to a variety of general questions about true feelings
experiences, subjects were asked about the relationship between true
feelings and psychotherapy, about the kind of environment that would
best induce a true feelings episode, about which cultures are "most in
touch with their true feelings," and about the relationship between true
feelings and bad actions.
Demographic data
On the final page of the questionnaire subjects were asked for
their age, year in school, gender, and race.
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Data Analysic;
It should be clear that, with so little previous research in this
area, the direction of this study was open-ended and that an eitphasis or
standard hypothesis-testing procedures would have been counterproduc-
tive. The analysis, then, was designed to provide descriptive statis-
tics, largely percentages of subjects' responses to inore than 400 vari-
ables within 39 question areas. In addition, a cross-tabulation (chi-
square) analysis of gender differences was performed.
Self-Retx)rt Data
A final point needs addressing here: the validity of self-report
data. It is a "problem" that has been debated many times in the psycho-
logical literature, and no attenpt will be made here to resolve the
central issues. But as Averill (1979) has pointed out, what is most
critical in a study such as the present one is not whether a subject's
self-report exactly reflects his or her cognitive experiences. Unless
subjects are being willfully deceptive, their reports will represent
their beliefs about their experiences, and the sum of these reports, if
constructed, analyzed, and presented with appropriate scientific care,
may offer inportant data regarding cultural norms and assumptions.
Certainly, as researchers, we harbor a hope that our subjects will
attempt to remember and characterize their experience as best they can,
and we take great pains to ensure this likelihood (e.g., by simplifying
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the necessary tasks, by proinising and upholding anonymity, by increasing
subjects' investment in the tasks, whether through rapport or financial
incentive)
.
But at some point the corrplex distinctions between narrative
and historical truth become secondary to what Rom Harre describes as the
primary scientific task of psychology: "to attempt to find out the
systems of tacit rules and conventions that are followed in the creation
of everyday life" (Harre, Clarke, & De Carlo, 1985) . We, too, believe
that the subject matter of a genuinely explanatory psychology must be
the ordinary language of ordinary people, and it is in the context of
this belief that this study has been undertaken.
17
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
As discussed in the previous section, the line between experience
and belief, particularly in self-report data, can never be unerringly
drawn. However, with the data in this study there is a fairly logical
dichotomy between the descriptions subjects offered regarding true
feelings experiences and their evaluations (or beliefs) regarding these
experiences. The results, therefore, have been organized into two major
segments: true feelings experiences and true feelings beliefs. (Although
the analysis suggested that gender difference had little inpact on the
overall findings, several differences were found and are discussed,
along with relevant methodological considerations, in a third segiDent at
the end.) In presenting these data, we will point out what seem like
interesting or potentially inportant findings, accoirpanying them with an
occasional comtinent or explanation. With this much data, it seems useful
to discuss some of their potential iirplications in this section, laying
the basis, as well as leaving room, for a more conprehensive exegesis in
the Discussion section. (For reference to unelaborated findings, a copy
of the questionnaire with percentages for all variables is included in
the Appendix.)
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True Feelings Experience?
Overview
In trying to grasp both the content and the context of true feel-
ings episodes, data were gathered on many aspects of these experiences.
Following some general data on subjects' familiarity with true feelings
experiences, we will explore the episodes themselves, presenting data on
the ways subjects experienced their episodes and on the specific emo-
tions involved. Data relevant to the life events and emotional states
that preceded the episodes are presented next. Then come data on the
short- and long-term consequences of the episodes, followed finally by
data pertaining to when subjects' recognized that their experiences were
indeed "true."
General familiarity
In order to determine some general parameters for the pervasiveness
of true feelings belief and experience, subjects were asked several
preliminary questions. The first question asked how familiar subjects
were with the expression, "getting in touch with your true feelings."
Sixty-five subjects (37.6%) endorsed "Very familiar," sixty-nine (39.9%)
endorsed "Fairly familiar," thirty-seven (21.4%) endorsed "A little bit
familiar," and two (1.2%) endorsed "Not at all familiar." Since, as was
detailed in the Methods section, we used only questionnaires from sub-
jects who had had true feelings experiences, this last piece of data may
seem anomalous. But 100% of the final sanple of subjects endorsed the
next question, "Have you ever had the kind of experience that might be
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described as 'getting in touch with your true feelings,'" indicating
that they knew the experience, if not the label, lb the question of how
many tiroes subjects had had such experiences, sixty-nine (39.9%) en-
dorsed "More than 10 times," sixty-five (37.6%) endorsed "Less than 10
tiroes," and thirty-nine (25.5%) endorsed "Once or twice." Not only were
the vast majority of subjects at least fairly familiar with the concept,
nearly 40% of them had had true feelings experiences more than ten
times. Whether subjects were using the same standards for indentifying
such experiences— in other vx^rds, whether these experiences were
largely similar in nature— was the larger question on which much of the
rest of the questionnaire focused.
The true feelings experience
As described in the Methods section, space was provided early on in
the questionnaire for a careful written description of a single true
feelings episode. Subjects were asked to relive the experience, as
closely as possible, and to remeirber where they were, who they were
with, how they felt, the precipitating circumstances, and other per-
tinent details. (Subjects who had experienced several or more episodes
were asked to describe a "typical" episode, if possible.) Some random
exanples of true feelings experiences, taken verbatim from subjects'
descriptions, will provide a useful foundation from which to explore the
subsequent data:
There was a time, about a month ago, when I was doing a lot of
thinking about myself, my life, my friends and my future. I needed
an escape, so one day I took off to Quabbin Reservoir. I lay down
on the grass, stared up at the sky, put on my walkman, and just
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everything in. It was relaxing and I felt comforted. I lefting mch irore relieved and content with myself.
I was at my grandfather's funeral, i had not cried or even
thought about being sad. [But then] it hit roe. I felt weak and
extremely lost. I had to go to the podium and read a poem idon't [know] how I got up there, but once I did I was unable* to
read. I just cried and cried and it didn't seem to matter to
me...tl:iat I was... in front of a crowd.
I am very close to my friends. Once when we were hanging
around having a good time, I realized that I was having homosexual
feelings.... I did not feel like pursuing them, but... I let the
feelings come instead of supressing them.
One day I just began to cry and couldn't stop. It lasted for
about ten hours. IVhen I stopped I just sat there and tried to
figure out what was bothering me. I really had [had] no clue as to
why I was crying.
It was in my junior year of high school. There was a girl that
all my friends tlx»ught was "uncool" but I liked her a lot. I lis-
tened to my friends for a while but then realized the hell with
them and started going out with the girl instead of them. She was a
lot more fun.
When I returned home for Christmas.
. .1 felt like I knew who I
was... [and] where I was going, and was happy about it. The incident
happened as the plane landed on the runway. I felt exhilirated.
. .
.
I was at a party and met a man.... Next thing I knew I was in
his bed. The next day came and I experienced a weird feeling. It
was as if nothing had hurt me worse than doing this with a
stranger. I decided I would abstain until I am in love... The
feelings I had were so terrible. I got tliem as I was lying in bed
the next morning, next to him.
I was once very depressed. Every day was a struggle to get up
and start functioning. I tried to kill myself and suddenly felt
very strongly against it. I had this surge of strength and an urge
to get up and make myself liappy and my life happy.
In the remainder of this segment, we will look at the data derived
from the examination of true feelings episodes. Data will be presented
pertaining to the structure, duration, and inner experience of the
episodes, to conparisons between the episodes and non-true feelings
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episodes, to the specific emotions of which an episode is conpos^, and,
finally, to the general "emotional flow" of an episode, starting in the
the moments just preceding the episode, through the episode, to the
moments just following it.
Episodic structure and duration . Subjects were asked to indicate
whether their episodes were continuous or fragmented and whether the
episode's beginnings and endings were clear or undefined. One hundred
and eleven (64.2%) subjects indicated that their episodes were "pretty
much a single, continuous event." Sixty-two (36.5%) indicated that their
episodes "would come and go (in bits and pieces) over time." in both
instances (see the ^^pendix for a further breakdov/n of percentages)
,
beginnings tended to be clearer than endings, but seventy-one subjects
(41.0%) still indicated that the beginnings of their episodes were not
clear. This is in contrast to data regarding "triggering events," in
which only nine subjects (5.2%) indicated that there was no "trigger" to
their episodes, and to data indicating that true feelings most commonly
arise "suddenly and unexpectedly." The explanation for these anomalies
may be fairly simple. True feelings episodes largely consist of a fairly
tumultous emotional experience that is both a response to changing
events and relationships and an influence on them. (Although this is
true for other emotional episodes, the greater extent of its sig-
nificance for true feelings episodes will be examined further in the
Discussion section.) Demarcating the emotional turmoil may be relatively
easy, since it almost always follows a pattern of emotional conflict
leading to eirotional resolve. However, because the context of changing
events and relationships is so inextricably an aspect of the emotional
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events, the facility with which episodic boundaries can be drawn will
depend on the perspective one takes. For exanple, from the context of a
particular set of feelings the act of falling in love can seem quite
sudden; yet when viewed from the perspective of precipitating events and
interactions, it may be seen to have occured over days, even weeks.
Questions about "triggers" and "endings" may pull for a perspective that
can distinguish the heightened emotional episode from its more histori-
cal or developmental context. Questions that may be interpreted in a
larger time frame, e.g., questions about overall effects or even about
duration, may pull for a perspective that tries to take into account the
powerfully impinging context of relational shifts and changes. Subjects'
written descriptions of their true feelings experiences mostly portray
fairly circumscribed, emotion-filled episodes; but it seems clear that
the powerful relationship between episode and context can result in
difficulties defining the "boundedness" of these experiences. Thus, just
seventy-nine (45.7%) of subjects could claim that the ending of their
episode was "fairly clear."
The same difficulties obtain in defining an episode's duration.
Twenty-nine subjects indicated that their episodes were a half-hour or
less and another twenty-four subjects indicated that their episodes were
no more than three hours. The rest of the responses were spread out •
among durations of "3 hours to one day" (3.5%), "one day to one week"
(12.1%), "one week to one month" (14.5%), "one to six months" (19.7%),
"six months to one year" (6.4%), "more than one year" (7.5%), and "still
continuing" (6.4%). It is likely that true feelings episodes differ
widely in duration, but the overall data (as well as subjects' descrip-
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tions) suggest that a distinction can be made between the experience of
einotional tumult and the contributing antecedent conditions and enduring
aftereffects. For most subjects, most responses were drawn from a
perspective th^t saw the true feelings episode as a fairly well cir-
cumscribed set of emotional events, but clearly several questions led
subjects to conceive of their true feelings experiences more fluidly. it
irust be born in mind, then, that these equivocations likely result from
the inextricable relationship between the emotional episode and its
antecedents and consequences.
The experience itself. From the pilot study descriptions of true
feelings episodes, twenty-eight phrases were culled that captured
aspects of the "inner experience" of such episodes. In the question-
naire, subjects were asked to endorse as many descriptive phrases as
were applicable to their episode. Table 1 represents the most comnonly
endorsed descriptive phrases. As detailed in the Methods section, sub-
jects were also asked to coiipare their true feelings episode against a
"control" episode of their choosing. Table 2 represents the descriptive
phrases, also drawn from pilot data, that were most commonly endorsed.
(For all the Tables in this study, except those for which it was pos-
sible to include all the data, cut off points had to be established
regarding which data to include. In all cases, at least the top ten
findings were included; additional findings v/ere also included when the
percentage of subjects endorsing them was high and/or when there was
sufficient space to include them. For the conplete lists of items, as
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TABLE 1
Subjects' Inner Experiences During the
(N=173)
Descriptive Phrases
it felt like I was learning something new
and inportant about myself
it felt emotionally intense
it felt confusing
it felt as though my whole world was changing
it felt like what was happening was beyond
my control
I was in touch with a self that was very
different from my everyday self
I could feel my sense of self growing
and expanding
I was surprised by what I was feeling
it felt as if something false was being
shed and gotten rid of
it felt like I was discovering a kind
of personal secret
it felt like I was experiencing
deepest needs and desires
all self-deception seemed to disappear
it felt like I was becoming less closed off,
and that made me feel stronger
it seemed like feelings that maybe had been
"dangerous" or "risky" to feel were now
safe or okay to feel
it felt like I was learning something new
and inportant about the world
Episodes
Nunber of
Subjects Endorsing
Phrase (Percentage!
^
106 (61.3%)
92 (53.2%)
76 (43.9%)
71 (43.9%)
67 (38.7%)
62 (35.8%)
61 (35.3%)
60 (34.7%)
60 (34.7%)
58 (33.5%)
56 (32.4%)
47 (27.2%)
44 (25.4%)
41 (23.7%)
40 (23.1%)
^Subjects could endorse as many phrases as were applicable
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TABLE 2
Subjects' Coirparisons Between the True Feelings
and Non-Jprue Feelings Experiences
(N=173)
Conparison Phrases
the true feelings taught me inore about myself
the true feelings came from deeper inside me
the true feelings were generally more intense
the true feelings helped more in clarifying
my values
the true feelings helped more to guide me
in my life
the true feelings taught me more about
relating to others
the true feelings were more painful
the true feelings were less under ray
control than the other feelings
the true feelings seemed more like
feelings that only I could have
the true feelings came on more
suddenly and unexpectedly
the true feelings seemed more natural
to me than the other feelings
Nuitber of
Subjects Endorsing
Phrase (Percentages^
159 (91.9%)
156 (90.2%)
131 (75.7%)
126 (72.8%)
109 (63.0%)
109 (63.0%)
106 (61.3%)
105 (60.7%)
102 (59.0%)
98 (56.6%)
96 (55.5%)
Subjects could endorse as many phrases as were applicable
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well as the nunber and percentage of subjects endorsing them, please
refer to the Appendix.)
By far the roost commonly chosen inner experience descriptor was "it
felt like I was learning something new and important about myself,"
indicating the centrality of education to these emotional events, while
about 61% of the subjects indicated they were learning something new and
important about themselves, only about 23% of the subjects said they
were learning something new and iirportant about the world, suggesting
that much of the value of the knowledge gained lay in its personal
quality. The equation between "true" and "personal" obtained throughout
the hierarchy of descriptors. Among other popular characterizations were
"it felt as though my whole world was changing," "I could feel my sense
of self growing and expanding," "it felt like I was discovering a kind
of personal secret," etc. This is not completely surprising when we
consider that the felt aspect of emotional episodes is, by definition,
personal. But when we consider the variety of emotional experiences we
can have with regard to information gained from politics, sports,
friends, family, etc., we begin to see that true feelings experiences
are differentiated by their focus on self-revelation and self-
understanding. The second and third most popular descriptors, "it felt
emotionally intense" and "it felt confusing," illustrate two significant
but not sufficient conditions of true feelings experiences. A charac-
teristic episode brought with it, or arose from, a certain intensity of
feeling and confusion; but these served to set the stage or created the
need for that educative component which made a given episode feel truly
"true."
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The coirparison descriptors corroborated the centrality of education
to these experiences. The phrase "the true feelings taught me rrore about
nyself" was endorsed by 159 subjects (91.9%). The fourth, fifth, and
sixth most coirmonly endorsed phrases— "the true feelings helped more in
clarifying my values," "the true feelings helped more to guide me in my
life," and "the true feelings taught me more about relating to others"—
begin to map out the educational territory. What most distinguished true
feelings from other emotional episodes was the extent to which subjects
learned something about themselves, their values, and their ways of
relating.
The eiTotional intensity of true feelings experiences, their sudden-
ness of onset, and their out-of-control quality were given enphasis in
both the most commonly endorsed inner experience and conparison descrip-
tors. The sense of an episode as beyond one's control was especially
underscored. The fifth most popular inner experience descriptor— "it
felt like what was happening was beyond my control"— and the eighth
—
"I was surprised by what I was feeling"— suggest an almost passive,
observing self. And the seventh descriptor— "I could feel my sense of
self growing and expanding"— accentuates this perception of an episode
as beyond one's power of influence. The conparison descriptor, "the true
feelings were less under my control," corroborates this distinction.
Additional widely-endorsed true feelings attributes that surfaced in
conparison to other emotional experiences were "the true feelings came
from deeper inside me" and "the true feelings were more painful," en-
dorsed by 156 subjects (90.2%) and 106 subjects (61.3%) respectively.
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The emotions experiepceri
. Two parts of the questionnaire bore
directly on the eiTX)tions that subjects experienced, during their
episodes. In the first part, a list of forty-five coinmon emotions,
culled from various lists (e.g., Averill, 1975), was created and sub-
jects were asked to endorse any and all that they experienced during
their episode. Subjects were then asked to go over the emotions they had
just endorsed and to circle those they considered "true." Table 3 lists
the most commonly experienced emotions, as well as those emotions which,
when they occured, were most conmonly experienced as true. Rankings in
each category are indicated to facilitate conparisons.
Except for love, none of the ten most frequently experienced emo-
tions can be characterized as positive. Five of them— confusion,
depression, guilt, frustration, and anxiety— represent emotional states
that clearly pull for resolution. Depression, for example, as a clinical
entity, largely reflects a kind of amorphous, debilitating reactivity,
not a state of resolve. Even love, particularly in its initial stages,
may reflect a state of turmoil provoked by changing self-experience and
shifting cortmitmo^ts. Although the attributes and purposes of any one of
these emotions may vary under differing circumstances, they are all
linked in this context by their intermediacy and irresolution.
By ranking emotions based on the ratio between the frequency with
which they were experienced and the frequency with which they were also
endorsed as true, a hierarchy is established bearing on the likelihood
that, when a particular emotion is experienced, it will be experienced
as true. Several emotions which had been ranked high in terms of fre-
quency fell from these ranks of the more "purely" true. Confusion
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tumbled to twenty-second, depression fell to thirty-first, guilt to
tv/enty-eighth, fear to twenty-sixth, and anxiety to thirty-fifth. Of the
ten most frequently experienced eirotions, only love, anger and loneli-
ness remained, and each of these, much more than those that fell from
the ranks, can reflect states of clarity and resolve. That these par-
ticular attributes may be characteristic of true feelings is given
credence by the several emotions which joined this ranking: happiness,
relief, affection, pride, awe, and self-love. Each of these seems more a
conclusive response, rather than an intermediate state, and none evince
the nebulous or amorphous qualities of anxiety, guilt, and the rest.
Even loss, which rose high in the ranks of true feelings, can serve to
clarify rather than confuse, can bring understanding to bear on confus-
ing enotional experience. For exanple, depression, anxiety and guilt are
often the products of loss— whether the "stored up" losses of painful
childhood experience or more immediate losses of self-esteem or of
friends or family. But even as emotional "by-products," depression,
anxiety, and guilt often take on lives of their own, divorced from
conscious connection to the precipitating losses. However, the sub-
sequent recognition of loss, the understanding of its relationship to
these other emotions, can feel clarifying and restorative, allowing for
more purposeful emotional responses, such as mourning. Although, in
general, so-called positive emotions dominate the highest rankings of
true feelings, it is the restorative clarity and determinate qualities
of true feelings that links them together, not their positiveness. In
addition, the elevation of self-love to the highest ranking among true
feelings may reflect their most significant quality: their contribution
31
to self-understanding, self
-acceptance, and self-esteem. (The relation-
ships among these attributes, as well as their connection to issues of
belief and values, authenticity, and the social order, will be examined
further in the Discussion.)
Although a true feelings episode can be conposed of a great variety
of feelings, an attenpt was made to capture the general emotional flow
of the episodes. Subjects were asked to select three emotions, one from
each of three identical lists of seventeen connon emotions, that best
captured their emotional state just before the episode began, during the
episode itself, and in its immediate wake. Table 4 represents the emo-
tions most conrionly endorsed.
Corroborating our previous findings, these data indicate that
subjects were largely in states of turmoil calling for resolution and
change. During the episode proper, "confused" and "anxious" retained
their centrality, suggesting still the transitional nature of the ex-
perience at this point. But now "angry" (previously endorsed by only
2.9% of subjects), "loving," "hopeful," and "guilty" have intruded
themselves more centrally into many of the experiences. What we see
here, in very general terms, may reflect the kind of emotional vacilla-
tions, the veerings between indeterminacy and resolve, that characterize
the tumult of true feelings struggles. Indeed, the emotional state,
"indifferent," previously ranked fifth, has now fallen to the second
lowest ranking, just above "bored." By the end of the episode, several
major reversals have occured. "Relieved," which in the two previous
states had only .6% and 3.5% of the endorsements respectively, has now
captured more than 30% of them, suggesting something of the intensity.
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pain, and disorder which preceded it. "Anxious," ranked highly in the
two previous states, has fallen to zero endorsements, perhaps indicating
a state of acceptance and understanding. Because it may be both a
product of turmoil and the eiibodiment of new expectations, the emotional
state, "hopeful," which almost doubled its percentage (from 2.9% to 5.8%
to 10%) in each category, seems to typify the generally positive flow of
true feelings experiences.
Antecedent condition^
Two sets of data have relevance for understanding the relationship
between true feelings episodes and the contexts in which they arise: one
concerns life events occuring in the months preceding the true feelings
episode; the second concerns subjects' general emotional states in the
months, weeks, and days preceding their episode.
Life events . A list of twenty-three major events, culled from
various "life events" checklists (e.g., Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend, 1974)
was constructed for the questionnaire. Events ranged from the personal
("Major change in your physical or mental health") to the interpersonal
("Had a major fight"), from the tragic ("Death of someone close to you")
to the sublime ("Fell in love")
.
Subjects were asked to check off those
events which had occured in the six months preceding the onset of their
true feelings episode and, subsequently, to circle the events which had
had an impact on the episode. Table 5 lists the results. The first "life
events" column lists the most frequently endorsed events. The second
"life events" column lists those events which, when they occured, were
most commonly experienced as having had an impact on the true feelings
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TABLE 5
Life Events Most Commonly Occuring Within Six Months Prior to the Episodes,
and Life Events Most Likely to Have Had an Impact on the Episodes.
(N=173)
Ninrber of
Subjects
Most Coitmon- Exper-
ly Occuring iencing
Life Events (Ranking^
Ratio of
Subjects Who:
Experienced
Event/Said It
Had Iirpact
(Ranking^
Ead major
fight with
someone close
Got high on
drugs or
alcohol
Met someone
you'd like
relationship
with
Succeeded at
inportant
task
Rejected by
someone
close to you
Pell in
love
Renewed
ccnmitment to
values you
already had,
Change in
physical or
mental health
You ended
romance with
someone
Moved to new
home or school
87 (1) 45/87 (10)
78 (2)
77 (3)
60 (4)
59 (5)
9/78 (20)
37/77 (12)
19/60 (19)
27/59 (15)
48 (6) 31/48 (1)
35 (7.5) 19/35 (8)
35 (7.5) 21/35 (4.5)
34 (9) 15/34 (16)
32 (10) 20/32 (3)
Most
Iiipactful
Life Events
Pell in
love
Major change
in values
Nuirber of
Subjects
Exper-
iencing
(Ranking^
48 (6)
25 (13)
Moved to new
home or school
Change in
physical or
menteil health
Divorce or
separation of
parents
Someone ended
romance with
you
Failed at
inportant
task
Renewed
conmitment to
values you
already had
Confused about
sexual identity
or preference
Had major
fight with
someone close
Ratio of
Subjects Who:
Experienced
Event/Said It
Had Inpact
(Ranking!
31/48 (1)
16/25 (2)
32 (10) 20/32 (3)
35 (7.5) 21/35 (4.5)
15 (17) 9/15 (4.5)
28 (12) 16/28 (6)
23 (15) 13/23 (7)
35 (7.5) 19/35 (8)
13 (18) 7/13 (9)
87 (1) 45/87 (10)
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episode. The rankings in this latter column were derived from the mag-
nitude of the ratio between the nunber of subjects experiencing an event
ana indicating that the event had an iitpact. For comparison purposes
this ratio is included for the life events in both columns; also in-
cluded is the percentage of subjects experiencing each event.
Within these data can be found some interesting trends. Although
frequently endorsed, "Got high on drugs or alcohol" fell precipitously
in the rankings of those events which were felt to have had an impact on
the true feelings episode. Unlike a major argument or a romantic laison
or the divorce of parents, etc., an incident of substance use or abuse
may be fairly circumscribed with little residual emotional effect (aside
from the malaise which acconpanies hangovers)
. It may also be that, as
an artificially-induced event, its consequences are not held to be
germaine or intrinsic to subsequent true feelings experiences. In terms
of events which, when occuring, are most likely to be felt as having had
an inpact, it may be useful to note first that "Failed at an iitportant
task" surpassed "Succeeded at an inportant task." Failure, because it is
often a less expected consequence of one's actions than is success
(people rarely attempt tasks at which they believe they will fail) , can
have a more profound effect on, and may be less easily incorporable
into, one's sense of self. The significant rise in the rankings of "Were
confused about sexual identity or preference" further eitphasizes the
importance to true feelings experiences of issues germaine to one's
self-identity. The inpact of confusion and doubt on the precipitation of
true feelings episodes is also enphasized here. The high ranking of
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"Fell in love" is simlarly exeirplary, insofar as new ronBnce often
brings both emotional turmoil and shifting senses of self.
Emotional states
.
Subjects were asked to indicate, from a list of
seven common emotions, which emotion best characterized their state in
the months, then weeks, then days preceding their true feelings
episodes. (Subjects could also indicate "can't remenber" or "nothing
unusual" or write in their own choice next to "other.") The hope was to
be able to delineate any general emotional trends that might come to
bear on the conception of true feelings experiences.
The largest proportion of subjects indicated that they were happy
in the months preceding their episode, followed by (in order of ranking)
depressed, anxious, in love, lonely, calm, and irritable. When asked to
describe their state in the weeks preceding the episode, the largest
proportion of subjects still indicated that they were happy, but this
result was now equalled by those indicating that they were anxious, with
depressed taking third position. But the largest shift occured among
those indicating that they were irritable, which rose from seventh
(last) ranking to fourth. When asked to indicate the general state of
their feelings in the days preceding their true feelings episode, sub-
jects most often indicated anxious, followed by depressed, with happy
dropping to third place, and irritable maintaining its nuirber four
ranking.
In percentage terms for each particular feeling, happy lost per-
centage points in each of the time periods (months, weeks, days) preced-
ing the episode, falling from 21.3% to 16.8% to 13.7% as the episode
drew nearer. Depressed dropped from 17.8% to 13.8% but rose in the days
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preceding the episode to 23.2%, tlr^ largest change overall, i^^ious was
stable in its percentage (17.2% and 16.8%) until the days preceding the
episode, at which point it junped to 23.8%. Irritable rose from 5.3% to
9.6% to 10.7% as the episode neared. The most interesting finding may be
the increase in anxiety, which suggests a state of conflict and uncer-
tainty.
Triggerino events
The literature on mystical experience (Greeley, 1974; Laski, 1961)
suggests that many such experiences are "set off or "triggered" by somt
fleeting or momentary event. These events may serve, to quote Greeley
(p. 91) , to divert "our attention.
. . from the phenomena of everyday
life," thus permitting a kind of receptivity to other emotional ex-
perience. Such events may be distinguished from other antecedent condi-
tions, such as the "life events" and "emotional states" categories of
the present study, by their ijimediate tenporal proximity to the emo-
tional episode. From the literature on mystical experience, as well as
from descriptions in the pilot studies, a list of twenty possible trig-
gering events was created, and subjects were asked to select any that
applied to their particular episode. Table 6 is a list of common trig-
gering events. The most commonly endorsed event was "an iirportant in-
sight or self-realization," followed by "a memory of the past." Both of
these indicate the strong eirphasis given to cognitive events in the
demarcation of an episode's beginnings. Interpersonal events were also
coinnonly endorsed, for exanple, "a painful or sad interaction with
someone else" and "seeing someone's face, or hearing someone's voice."
3a
TABLE 6
Events Which May Have Triggered the Episodes
(N=173)
Triggering F!ventc!
An inportant insight or
self-realization
A memory of the past
A painful or sad interaction
with someone else
Seeing someone's face, or hearing
someone's voice
General day dreaming and fantasy
An angry or irritating interaction
with someone else
The sense that I'd lost control of
my feelings
An aethetic experience (listening
to music, reading a book, etc.)
The sense that I was taking control
of my feelings
A pleasurable of joyful interaction
with someone else
Number of Subjects
Endorsing Event fPercentaaf>^ ^
74
70
50
48
46
45
45
42
37
(42.8%)
(40.5%)
54 (31.2%)
(28.9%)
(27.7%)
(26.6%)
(26%)
(26%)
(24.3%)
(21.4%)
Subjects could endorse as many phrases as were applicable
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only nine subjects (5.2%) indicated that there was "no trigger" to their
episode, suggesting that true feelings episodes often have fairly well
demrcated beginnings, and indeed may even con^ on quite suddenly. This
finding contrasts with previous data suggesting that for many subjects
there was no clear beginning to their episodes. It was pointed out then
that depending on the questions they were responding to, subjects seemed
to be drawing fairly clear distinctions between true feelings episodes
as circumscribed sets of often intense emotional events and true feel-
ings experiences relatively unsevered from the larger interactive con-
texts in which they take place. Given the occasional ajiomalous findings,
it is obviously important to consider evidence from the preponderance of
data, as well as from the actual descriptions subjects gave of their
episodes. For exanple, in the "triggering events" data, having "lost
control of my feelings" garnered only a few more endorsements than
having "taken control of my feelings." Judging from subjects' actual
descriptions of their episodes, as well as their responses to related
questions, the sense of losing control was more comnonly an attribute of
the experience itself, while the sense of taking control was more an
aspect of the commitments or re-commitments to persons or values which
true feelings episodes bring forth. In sum, while it seems that subjects
were conscious of specific events that helped initiate the set of in-
tense or tumultous emotions which define the core of a true feelings
episode, the task of drawing absolute boundaries is ambiguous at best,
given the multiplicity of intrapsychic, interpersonal, and experiential
contexts.
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Aftereffects
In attenpting to understand the tenporal parameters of true feel-
ings episodes, subjects were asked how they knew that their episodes
were ending. On analysis, their responses seeined nuch less relevant to
defining an episode's endpoints than to understanding its iiimediate
consequences. For exanple, the phrase, "I felt emotionally drained,"
garnered the second highest nuirber of endorsements. Yet this seems
clearly the consequence of an episode, not its terminating event. The
difficulty subjects had in making this distinction is not really
surprising, considering earlier data in which fewer than half the sub-
jects felt that their episodes had "fairly clear" endings. These data,
then, regarding the experience of ending, will be presented in this
segment under the heading, "Inmediate Consequences." Under the heading,
"Long-term Consequences," data will be presented concerning the "lasting
iirpact" of true feelings episodes.
Immediate conseouences . in answering questions about an episode's
ending, subjects could choose one or more of sixteen statements culled
from the earlier pilot studies. Table 7 contains those statements most
commonly endorsed. The statement, "I accepted what I had just been
feeling," was the most coirmonly endorsed (its converse, "I rejected what
I had just been feeling," was endorsed by only nine subjects). Although
the statement suggests a fairly decisive cognitive act, it would seem,
given the emotional intensity and beyond-control quality of true feel-
ings episodes, that it too represents an experience in the aftermath,
rather than at the terminal point, of the episode. More importantly, it
is rare that one's feelings are even subjected to conscious choice about
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TABLE 7
Iimediate Consequences of the Episodes
(M=173)
Statement
I accepted what I had just been feeling
I felt eioDtionally drained
There was no definite ending; things
just gradually returned to "normal"
Someone interacted with me, or
I interacted with someone
It is still continuing
I felt a sudden relief
I made a conscious decision
that it was over
I became more aware of my surroundings
I felt very unsettled
I took some physical action
^^ emotions petered out
I rejected what I had just been feeling
Other
I cannot remember
The drug(s) I took began wearing off
^Subjects could endorse as many phrases
Number of
Subjects Endorsing
Statement (Percentages ^
75 (43.4%)
60 (34.7%)
52 (30.1%)
47 (27.2%)
46 (26.6%)
45 (26.0%)
44 (25.4%)
26 (15%)
20 (11.6%)
20 (11.6%)
16 (9.2%)
9 (5.2%)
6 (3.5%)
4 (2.3%)
1 (0.6%)
as were applicable
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their validity; they are a part of one's ongoing experience of the
world, liked or not. (Repression concerns the uncongcious rejection of
feelings.) It is knowledge or facts or ideas, i.e., the more cognitive
aspects of experience, that are most often made subject to choice about
truth or falsity. And it may be that feelings, or sets of feelings, that
have major cognitive effects are also likely to receive the kind of
validation that may give them an identity as true. To put it in other
terms, it may be that the question of whether or not a particular emo-
tional experience is true becomes significant to the extent that the
experience provides knowledge, understanding, education.
As previously noted, the statement, "i felt emotionally drained,"
received the second largest nuitber of endorsements, again indicating
that subjects were describing the episode's iirmediate consequences
rather than its specific endpoint (although, of course, an endpoint can
be retrospectively "guessed" from the first occurence of consequences)
.
In light of the iiiportance given to true feelings episodes, it is inter-
esting to note how few subjects felt enlivened or energized by the
experience. The statement, "I felt emotionally energized," was endorsed
by only 11.6% of the subjects. This seems another indication of the
draining intensity and turmoil of these experiences. This is cor-
rcfcorated somewhat by the endorsement of the statement, "I felt a sudden
relief." But considering that relief is a central part of the affective
side of true feelings experiences, why does the phrase, "I felt a sudden
relief," garner only a 26.6% endorsement rate conpared to 43.4% for the
phrase, "I accepted what I had just been feeling." One can imagine any
number of emotional experiences for which relief would provide a clear
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demrcation of ending, e.g., watching a terror sequence in a horror film
or the discovery of a momentarily lost wallet. But what these ex-
periences lack, or may lack, is that sense of having learned something
new, which is most characteristic of true feelings episodes. Again, this
suggests, that the phrase "I accepted what I had just been feeling"
might be more aptly translated as meaning "I accepted what I had just
learned,"
Lonq-tepm (popseqyengep. Subjects were asked if their experiences of
getting in touch with true feelings had some lasting impact on their
lives. One hundred and fifty-nine subjects (91.9%) said "Yes." These
subjects were then asked to endorse, from a list of twelve phrases, any
and all applicable aftereffects. Table 8 represents these responses.
(The percentages are derived from the total number of subjects, not
merely the subgrouping who said yes to this question.) The statement "I
feel better about about myself" garnered the most endorsements (104
subjects). And only three subjects claimed to "value life less." If, as
earlier data indicated, true feelings experiences have a major educative
conponent, then these statements begin to speak to the kind and quality
of the knowledge gained. It is a positive or constructive knowledge, it
is a knowledge that affects values and beliefs, it is fundamentally a
knowledge about the self and its function in relationship with others.
Recognizing true feelings
The difficulty in deciding whether to place the findings for this
segment under the category of true feelings experiences or the category
of true feelings beliefs reflects something of the difficulty in assess-
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TABLE 8
Long-Term Consequences of the Episodes
(N=173)
ConsequencfiR
I feel better about myself
I have more self-confidence
I am more open emotionally
I value life more
I have better relationships with people now
My values have changed
I have less self-confidence
I am more closed off emotionally
I feel worse about myself
Nuirber of Subjects
iPercentagel
104 (60.1%)
75 (43.4%)
74 (42.8%)
58 (33.5%)
58 (33.5%)
56 (32.4%)
11 (6.4%)
11 (6.4%)
10 (5.8%)
No noticeable changes have occured as a result of
the episode. I'm basically the same as I was before 9 (5.2%)
I have worse relationships with people now 6 (3.5%)
I value life less 3 (1.7%)
Subjects could endorse as many phrases as were applicable
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ing these results. Responding to a question about when they actually
recognized their experience as an episode of "getting in touch with
their true feelings," a majority of the subjects, ninety-six (55.5%),
endorsed the statement, "while the experience was actually occuring." On
what basis was this attribution of truth made? How was the experience
known to be true? The distinctive characteristics of the experience
itself— e.g., the intensity, the out-of-control quality— may have lent
it a seeming reality and authenticity, made it feel as though it could
be nothing less than true. But^ on this basis, to say one recognized the
episode as true while it was occuring is merely to say that it felt
extraordinary and powerful. An ascription of truth requires thought and
reflection, a step removed from the episode's felt emotional currents.
This is not to set up an opposition between experience and reflection;
as Solomon (1976) notes, they are the constantly interactive and recur-
sive conponents of human existence. Emotional episodes are in part the
products of reflective cultivation, given birth by one's ideas even as
they help restructure them. Even the the experience of emotions as
largely "natural" indicates the great extent to which we have absorbed
the emotional teachings of our families and culture and can "practice"
it unthinkingly. But if the ascription of truth requires thinking and
reflection, by what means can this occur during an episode's emotional
tumult? In a sense, this is a question which has long occupied
philosophers (most significantly, perhaps, the European
phenomenologists, such as Husserl) : how to distinguish, and understand
the distinction, between experience and reflection. It is not a question
the data of this study can answer. However, iirportant points must be
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or
:ive
raised (again)
.
The detenrination of truth, whether of eitotions
mthematics, requires both a basis for coiiparison (without alternat
conceptions the question of truth is moot) and a means for validation,
in the end this validation is often largely social and consensual. A
mathematician may work in ferocious solitude to construct an incon-
trovertibly "true" theorem, but the ideas and rules from which the
theorem grew were products of a history of validations by other mathe-
maticians, and the survival of this new theorem depends on its ability
to explain phenomena in ways that are acceptable (or become, even a
hundred years hence, acceptable) to other mathematicians. Emotions are
no different from theorems in this regard, and while validation can come
from the internalized rules and values of past or absent social orders
(perhaps as it did for some of those subjects who claimed to have recog-
nized the truth of their experience while it was occuring) , in the face
of particular kinds of changes and choices (for instance, in the transi-
tion from one social order to another) , we may depend in greater part
upon validation from the external social world in which we are presently
iiTinersed. In this respect, the remaining data for this segment are
instructive. Nearly 45% of subjects retrospectively judged their
episodes to be true: fifty-two (30.1%) endorsed the statement, "when I
thought about it after the experience occured"; thirteen (7.5%) endorsed
"when I first described the experience to somebody I knew"; and twelve
(6.9%) endorsed "when I thought about tlrje experience in order to answer
this questionnaire." As these data suggest, even the "truest" of person-
al emotional experiences are often only so judged in the subsequent
light of social experience.
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True Feelings Beliefs
Overview
Several parts of the questionnaire were designed to gather data on
subjects' evaluations of and beliefs about true feelings phenomena, in
this section, data will be presented pertaining to beliefs about where
true feelings come from, about their positive or negative consequences,
about gender and cultural differences in the experience of true feel-
ings, and about the kinds of contexts, including psychotherapy, which
may facilitate their occurence.
Where do true feelings come from
The phrase, "getting in touch with true feelings," indicates some-
thing of the ontological status of true feelings, iirplying that they may
exist prior to one's experience of them. To explore the issue further,
subjects were asked about the status of their true feelings prior to
their particular episode. Subjects could endorse any one of four pos-
sibilities. Seventy subjects (40.7%) believed that their true feelings
"existed before, but were buried or hidden deep inside yourself." Fifty
(29.1%) believed that "they existed before and you were aware of them,
but you had never paid much attention to them." Thirty-six (20.9%)
believed that "they existed before and you were aware of them, and you
generally paid attention to them when they occured." Only sixteen (9.3%)
believed that "they were totally new feelings, created during the ex-
perience itself." For approximately ninety percent of the subjects,
then, true feelings were not viewed as new feelings but as feelings that
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already existed in varying degrees of availability and awareness. These
feelings were seen as fully-formed entities which came to life, were
disinterred in effect, during the true feelings episode. Again, the
feelings were characterized as if they had a life of their own, apart
from the agency of the self. And they also were seen as largely immune
from the transformatory iirpingements of social context. That such feel-
ings already existed, fully-formed, did not seem to detract from the
perception of them as unique, however. As previously discussed, one
hundred and two subjects (59.0%) claimed that their "true feelings
seemed more like feelings that only I could have." But if a subject
previously endorsed, as a true feeling, the enotion of, say, anger, the
subject cannot now mean that anger is a feeling only he or she could
have. It irust be that anger, like many other emotions, may have a prior
existence and may be familiar to all people, but for this episode, in
this context, anger is experienced (perhaps because it clarifies and
educates) in a way that feels unique and true.
Do true feelings experiences have good results
Pilot data suggested that while true feelings experiences may be
painful, their consequences are nearly always perceived as beneficent.
In attempting to assess subjects' general beliefs about the effects of
true feelings, they were asked if, "in the end, [true feelings] ex-
periences are mostly beneficial." One hundred and fifty-one subjects
(87.3%) responded affirmatively. However, subjects were later given the
following story:
A man was out of touch with his true feelings. With the help of
friends and therapy, the man believed he was finally in touch with
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his true filings One day, as a result, he took a gun and shotseveral ineirbers of his family.
ci a n
Four statements followed the story and subjects were asked to endorse
the one that best represented their beliefs. One hundred and one (60.1%)
of the subjects said that "the man may have been in touch with his true
feelings, but true feelings can sometimes lead to bad actions as well as
to good actions." Thirty-seven (22.0%) said that "the man may have been
in touch with his true feelings, but he misunderstood their meaning."
Twenty-four (14.3%) said that "the man may have been in touch with his
true feelings, and understood their meaning, but nevertheless acted
badly for other reasons." Only six (3.6%) said that "the man was not in
touch with his true feelings, because true feelings do not lead to bad
actions."
The anomaly between subjects' belief that true feelings experiences
are beneficial and their belief that such feelings may lead to horrible
actions may reflect a distinction subjects were making between personal
and social spheres, in the former, one may achieve new levels of self-
understanding and self-transformation, seemingly apart from one's larger
social context. In the latter, one may act in an anti-social manner, yet
without necessarily breeching one's newly transformed self-identity. In
fact, in some cases such anti-social acts can seem the necessary conse-
quence of self-understanding (as any analyis of the glorification of
Billie the Kid, Clyde Barrow, and other sociopathic yet true-to-one ' s-
self American r^els will prove)
.
Another explanation of the anomaly may be that, regardless of their
own emotional experience, subjects could find no logical reason to
exclude bad actions from the consequences of true feelings episodes.
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Indeed, there are good emotional reasons to believe that all conse-
quences are possible from such experiences, if it were discovered that
the possibilites towards which true feelings may lead are in some sense
delimited, then the value and credibility of true feelings might be
irreparably diminished.
po females experience true feelings more often than malP^a
It is often popularly expressed in this culture not only that
females are more emotional than males, but that females are more in
touch with their feelings than males. However, with regard to this
study, there were no gender differences in terms of either the
familiarity with which true feelings were experienced or the frequency
with v^iich such experiences occured. (In fact, there were very few
gender differences in the data at all. See the end of this section for
an analysis of the few gender differences discovered.) Responding to the
specific item on the questionnaire regarding possible gender dif-
ferences, the majority of the subjects believed that true feelings
experiences were experienced with equal frequency among males and
females; only thirty-seven subjects (21.4%) believed that females had
such experiences more often than males, whereas just three subjects
(1.7%) believed the reverse.
Which cultures are most in touch with their true feelings
Given our powerful beliefs about the distinguishing qualities of
American culture (e.g., rugged individualism, limitless opportunity,
freedom from social restraint) , an understanding of our beliefs regard-
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ing the iranifestation of true feelings in other cultures might help to
set in relief the ideologies at root in our own culture's understanding
of true feelings phenomena. Two parts of the questionnaire gathered data
specifically related to beliefs about true feelings experiences across
cultures. In one part, questions explored the extent to which subjects
felt that Americans are in touch with their true feelings. Seventy-four
(45.4%) of the subjects believe that "Americans are less in touch with
their true feelings than other cultures." Sixty-six (40.5%) believe that
Americans are in touch about the same as other cultures. And only
twenty-three (14.1%) believe that Americans are more in touch than otter
cultures. Considering the preponderance and universality of true feel-
ings experiences in this culture, it may seem surprising that Americans
are believed to be so out of touch. Tliis belief, however, may reflect
the severe dichotomy Americans often make between self and culture. The
majority of subjects could see themselves and their fellow citizens as
getting in touch with their true feelings, while viewing "society" as
harboring cultural values—of materialism and overachievement and lack
of concern for others— detrimental to the true feelings process. But if
true feelings are culturally universal, who and what is this "society"
that thwarts them? If everyone who has true feelings experiences (and
that is everyone
,
according to most subjects) realizes that ^notions are
not signs of weakness, then on what basis do subjects believe that
emotions are generally considered signs of weakness. The point is that
subjects view themselves and others as individuals somehow divorced from
the society which, in fact, they constitute.
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in another part of the questionnaire, subjects were given a list of
cultural groups- Americans, Europeans, Asians, Africans, South
Americans, and Russians- and asked to indicate which groups were most
in touch and least in touch with their true feelings. Like a projective
test, this question taps indirectly subjects' assumptions about emo-
tions, self, and society. Approximately equal nuitbers of subjects (32.1%
and 34.1%) felt Americans were most and least in touch. Africans and
Asians are considered more in touch (33.6% of subjects) than least in
touch (only 13.3% of subjects), an interesting fact considering the
extent to which, in these regions, distinctions between self and society
are often less marked than in our own. According to Bellah, et al.
(1985)
,
middleclass Americans "entertain envious fantasies" about the
perceived sense of cormunity among lower class racial and ethnic groups
and among European artistocracies. This may account for the previous
finding and for the finding that Europeans were believed to be more than
less in touch with their true feelings by a ratio of 24,3% to 4.4%.
However, the most "social-ist" of peoples, Russians, were considered the
culture least in touch with their true feelings (by 45.9% of subjects).
Subjects may have been distinguishing between some fantasied "organic"
communalism and the state-constructed variety, or may have been venting
anti-Soviet sentiments in the only way this study allowed: by accusing
Russians of being out of touch with their true feelings
I
What's the best way to get in touch with true feelings
Several questions provided data relevant to subjects' beliefs about
the contexts in which true feelings experiences are most likely to
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occur, subjects were asked what advice they would offer to someone who
asked them "what.
..
[to] do to be able to get in touch with their true
feelings.- Subjects could endorse any and all of thirteen statements
culled from pilot data. The statement, "Just wait for your feelings to
come out naturally," was endorsed by ninety-eight subjects (56.6%). The
next two most commonly endorsed statements seem to represent a dichotomy
of views. Seventy-six subjects (43.9%) endorsed, "Seek out a person (or
persons) with whom you can express you feelings," while fifty-three
(30.6%) endorsed the statement, "Go where you can be corrpletely alone."
Forty-seven (27.2%) also suggested getting "away from the influence of
family and friends." As noted previously in the analysis of antecedent
conditions, some of this divergence may reflect difficulties in the
assessment of an episode's beginnings. When boundaries were drawn
tightly around the moments of emotional intensity and tumult, conditions
promoting intrapersonal events (e.g., quiet, solitude, meditation) may
have seemed most facilitating of true feelings episodes. But when bound-
aries were loosened in recognition of the influence of social events,
interpersonal situations may have been seen as more facilitating. (And
of course much of the variance must be accounted for by the fact that
many kinds of circumstances can facilitate such experiences.) In
general, these data reflect a conflict between experience and belief
that is significant to true feelings episodes overall. On the one hand,
true feelings experiences gain in credibility and power to the extent
that they are felt as intrapersonal events, yet the validation of these
emotional experiences requires the consensus of the social orders within
which they occur.
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interestingly, only eight subjects (4.6%) suggested "seeing a
psychotherapist" as a way of expediting true feelings experiences. This
is in contrast to the widely held belief that psychotherapy ' s aim is to
help people discover and understand their deepest, truest feelings. In
response to a question asking whether "a major goal of psychotherapy
should be to get people in touch with their true feelings," 149 subjects
(90.9%) said yes. Subjects were then asked whether they had been in
psychotherapy and, if so, had it helped them get in touch with their
true feelings. Of the thirty-seven subjects who said they had been in
therapy, twenty-five (67.6%) said that it had helped them get in touch
with their true feelings, and twelve (32.4%) said it had not. So even
among subjects with direct experience of psychotherapy, a large majority
held that the process facilitated the experience of true feelings. Why
then did so few subjects recoinmend it? Given the strong belief in the
inportance of true feelings experiences and in the purposes of psycho-
therapy, these anomalous findings may again reflect a self/society
dichotomy. If true feelings are "to come out naturally," this may be
possible with a lover or friend, but not with a psychotherapist, who is
in effect a professional representative of the social world.
Gender Differences
With thirty-nine questions and over four hundred potential vari-
ables, the probability for alpha error in the examination of gender
differences is high. But given the interactive nature of the variables.
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an a priori restriction on significant findings, such as the Bonferroni
adjustment, merely increases the likelihood of beta error, it seems irore
useful, then, in looking at gender differences to analyze the overall
data at standard significant levels and see at which level, if any,
there are more than the expected number of significant findings. At the
.05 level, twenty significant findings could possibly result from
chance. The analysis revealed fewer than twenty significant findings. At
the
.01 level, chance would dictate the possibility of four significant
findings. Eight such findings resulted, none requiring qualification of
the overall results, but worth sonte examination here.
In response to the question asking subjects how they knew their
episodes were ending, females were more likely than males (by a ratio of
51.7% to 26.3%) to endorse the statement, "I accepted what I had just
been feeling" The corollary statement, "I rejected what I had just been
feeling," was more likely to be endorsed by males than females (by a
ratio of 14% to .9%). Considering that a true feelings experience may
comprise a great nuirber of different feelings, it is not clear from
these responses which aspects of their experience subjects were accept-
ing and rejecting. Judging from the absence of gender differences in
responses affirming the overall value and beneficence of true feelings
experiences, as well as from responses about gains in self-knowledge and
self-love, it may be that for this question males focussed on the
"rejection" of negatively-charged feelings while females focussed on the
"acceptance" of positively-charged feelings. (It should be kept in mind
that only eight males total claimed to have rejected what they had just
felt.) Overall, however, it was clear that for both sexes true feelings
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could be painful and positive, confusing and clarifying, and for both
sexes the end results were educative and self-enhancing, m fact, airong
an episode's specific einotions, "joy" and "happiness" were experienced
differentially by mles and females- but in these instances, mles were
ims. likely to endorse these eitotions than females. (Subsequent ques-
tions about the experience of happiness during true feelings episodes
showed no gender differences at all.) Thus, it seems that any trends
which particular gender differences may suggest are not confirmed or
elucidated by the weight of the overall findings. As another example, in
one part of the questionnaire the emotion, "depression," was more likely
to be endorsed by females than males. However, in this same part, none
of the corollary or concommitant emotions (e.g., sadness, guilt,
anxiety, despair, desolation, etc.) revealed gender differences. Nor
were gender differences found in the responses to subsequent questions
on depression. None of this is to say that such differences do not
exist, but the preponderance of evidence in this study does not support
the idea that there are significant trends in the differential ex-
perience of true feelings among males and females. Insofar as an ex-
amination of gender differences was not a central goal of this study,
firm conclusions must be left to subsequent research. However, consider-
ing the widespread cultural assunptions about emotional differences
between females and males, the relative absence of such differences in
these data may be the most significant finding of all.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
In this section, we attenpt to draw together some of the larger
inplications of our study. To this end we start with a summary and
review of the basic findings. This is followed by an exploration of the
relationship between true feelings and the self, with a focus on self-
creativity. Next follows an examination of the relationship between true
feelings and the social order, including a look at the ways in which
true feelings episodes both reflect and reproduce cultural norms and
paradigms. The penultimate segment explores the issue of authenticity—
i.e., what makes true feelings feel "true"— by examining several conrron
attributes of true feelings experiences. And in our final segment, we
look at the limitations of this study with an eye to potential areas for
future research.
Summary and Review
And this above all, to thine own self be true...
Shakespeare, Hamlet
...By so many systems
As we are involved in, by just so many
Are we set free on an ocean of language that comes to be
Part of us, as though we could ever get away.
John Ashbery, Selected Poems
The experience of "getting in touch with true feelings" is
remarkably diverse. Such experiences occur under a variety of
circumstances— in times of stress as well as in moments of calm; in
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solitude and in sociality. Such experiences vary in length- froir.
itdnutes to years. And such experiences vary in content-- not only in
terms of the emotions experienced but in terms of what is learned and
what lasts. But while such experiences necessarily reflect aspects of
the diversity of being human itself, they also reveal significant
similarities of response and patterns of meaning, ultimately reflecting
the powerful imprint of social and cultural forces.
Regardless of the specific content of an episode or of the par-
ticular emotions aroused, true feelings episodes have several near-
universal characteristics. They are judged to be emotionally intense,
even painfully so. They usually start suddenly (at least when viewed in
retrospect)
,
seemingly unitiated and undeterred by conscious cognition.
And in the end they are seen as revelatory and educative. Arising at
moments when shifting personal relationships undermine one's sense of
self and values, an episode is a kind of creative endeavor, an effort at
self-reconstruction in the service of adaptive possibility. More
specifically, an episode may serve to help clarify values, provide
guidance in making important decisions, open up alternative courses of
action. More than the other emotional episodes of everyday life (ex-
periences which may also be intense, beyond control, and educative),
true feelings episodes conprise the most deeply experienced struggles
towards self-understanding, self-amendment, and self-creation.
From sibling anger to romantic despair to personal triumph, the
full gamut of emotional responses are reflected in true feelings
episodes. And a given episode may consist of any variety of specific
emotions and feelings. Yet while there is no clear set of universal
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"true feelings," nor a coimK)n "true feeling" per episode, distinct
patterns of emotional response can be readily discerned within this
diversity. Confusion and depression are the most comnon emotions ex-
perienced in true feelings episodes, although fear, frustration, guilt,
sadness and anxiety (all clinical concommitants of depression) are also
commonly felt; and all are felt most conmonly at the beginning of
episodes, rarely by the end. (Only one "positive" emotion- love- joins
these ranks, but while love well describes the content and character of
many true feelings episodes [episodes of "falling in love"], it is the
turmoil and confusion wrought by new love that reflect its similarities
to these other emotions; obviously, love has dual attributes, reflecting
confusion at the start, conmitment at the end)
.
Although most connonly felt, neither confusion nor depression are
ultimately held to be among the "true" emotions experienced. Father,
they are concomitants of true feelings experiences, helping create the
emotional context in which such experiences occur. In seeking, through
such experiences, to find new ways of being, of repairing and construct-
ing our senses of self, depression and confusion, as well as anxiety and
guilt, serve as radical incentives "to shuffling the structures of our
lives," as opportunities for "wrenching ourselves from the established
values of our world" (Solomon, 1977). Their often global and amorphous
nature lends them a particular refractoriness, requiring, of course, the
problem-solving creativity of a true feelings episode. In addition, the
intensity which these particular emotions bear, an intensity charac-
teristic of true feelings experiences generally, further serves the
inperative quality of an episode's self-restructuring tasks (see Unger,
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1984). (In the section on "The Relation of True Peelings to the Self",
we will look mre closely at the nature of these tasks and the creative
characteristics which they evince.)
Although emotions of tunult and conflict create the context in
which true feelings episodes arise, the emotions perceived to be
"truest" are of a different quality altogether. For one thing, they are
the product, the end result, of true feelings experiences, in a sense
they represent the "truth" to which the emotional dialectics of these
experiences aspire. (Why they are specifically experienced as "true"
will be explored further in the section on "The Problem of
Authenticity.") They are most clearly distinguished from the initiating,
context-creating emotions by their qualities of resolution and self-
understanding. Unlike confusion and depression, the "true" emotions do
not agitate for change; they are, within the logic of an episode, an
end, not a means. (Within the logic of culture, the extent to which they
are a means will be examined in the section on "The Relation of True
Feelings to the Social Order.")
Self-love, pride, happiness, relief, even loneliness and loss, are
in a significant sense the achievements of true feelings episodes.
Whether arising through painful acquiescence or joyful acceptance, they
are states of clarification and resolve, they lend meaning to the pre-
vious confusions, and they provide a basis from which can be launched a
reconstructed and newly purposeful self. The distinction between, for
example, loneliness and depression may be instructive in this regard.
Although their relationship to each other is coirplex, and perhaps
muddled in popular usage, depression is the expression of a kind of
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global, defensive confusion (Solomon, 1977) whose sources may be self-
punitive and whose consequences debilitating. Loneliness is a less
anporphous, less defended state, whose provenance is more clearly rela-
tionally defined and whose meaning provides a more substantial basis for
making choices about change. Its acceptance, then, as a state of affairs
may represent a healthier step toward the possibility of change, adapta-
tion, and connection. Love and anger, also coitmon true feelings, are
similar in these regards. Each reflects a state of resolve, a commitment
to particular ways of being and doing; indeed each enbodies an affirma-
tion of values and worth (see Averill, 1979).
To a great extent, all true feelings are self-affirming in the
sense that they represent the "successful" processes of self
-struggle
and self-creation. But the goal of true feelings episodes is not merely
self-affirmation, which suggests a recognition and assertion of self; it
is, as will become clearer, the enlargment of the self's adaptive
capabilities, a kind of restructuring and re-situation of the self in
the face of changed circumstances and relationships.
The Relation of True Feelings to the Self
We cannot get away from the inpression that patients are making...
the same atteitpts at a solution of conflicts.
.
.which are called
poetry, religion, and philosophy.
Freud
As we began arguing in the preceding section, a true feelings
episode may be viewed as a conplex strategy for change, the goal of
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live
which is self-enhancen^nt, i.e., the enlargeiDent of self-adapti
c^abilities. Arising in times of inner confusion and conflict, true
feelings episodes enbody a kind of creativity in the service of the
self, indeed, the parallels between true feelings experiences and the
creative process are significant.
Most philosophies of creativity (see May, 1975; Rothenberg and
Hausman, 1976) hold that the most basic creative motivation is an innate
need to make order out of chaos. (Stern's work [1985] provides enpirical
support for the fundamental pattern-seeing, order-creating propensities
of human nature.) Crisis and disorder, then, provide the strongest
motivation to create, and the most coimon affective sequence in creative
episodes is an initiating anxiety, an ensuing intensity of feeling, and
a subsequent experience of relief and satisfaction (Rothenberg, 1979)
.
In creative acts the sense of ending is provided by the gratification of
discovery. In true feelings episodes, it is self-discovery— and the
gratification that ensues from self-enhancement— that provides a sense
of ending. May's assertion (1975) that "creativity is one of the essen-
tial characteristics of self-discovery" further reflects the close
parallels between creative acts and true feelings experiences.
Wallas (1926) enumerated four stages in the creative process which
have been widely accepted by theorists and investigators of creativity
(see Rothenberg and Hausman, 1976) . The fourth stage, the one original
addition to a three-stage theory of creativy he attributes to Helmholtz,
he calls verification , it involves the testing and refinement of the
creative discovery and it resembles that phase following a true feelings
episode in which one's newly enhanced self is tested in the waters of
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cultural experience and social relations. (See the section on "The
Relation of True Feelings to the Social Order" for further discussion of
the social aftemiath of true feelings experiences.) More germaine to the
present analysis are Wallas 's first three stages. The first,
preparation , entails the "hard, conscious, .. .and fruitless analysis" of
a problem. In true feelings episodes this corresponds to the conscious,
often desperate, and always fruitless attenpts, in the days and weeks
before a true feelings episode, to inake sense of conflict and to
find
resolution. The second stage, incubation , is characterized by an
absence
of conscious effort. This has its parallel in the unconscious
"strategizing" that precedes true feelings episodes. Incubation
is
followed by the passively-felt struggles toward self
-amendment and by
the achievement of self-enhancement. This corresponds
somewhat to
Wallas's third stage, iHuT^^natj-op, which includes the
psychological
events iitmediately preceding and acconpanying the
emergence of creative
ideas. However, it is in Arieti's (1976)
elaboration of the processes
between stages two and three that we see the
significant relationship
between creativity and true feelings experiences.
Arieti describes a kind of preconscious
cognition which he calls
the erx^oceot and which he characterizes
as "a primitive organization of
past experiences, perceptions, meirory
traces, and images of things and
iroven^nts." According to Arieti, artists
who feel inrobilized by their
current forn. of expression and who
seek escape from the external
pingen^nts on their inner lives may
find creative sustenance in a
retreat to endoceptual experience.
In fact, artists and non-artists
alike HK^ve regularly between
endoceptual and conceptual experience,
but
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it is m noinents of struggle that a problarrsolving reliance on endocep-
tual structures becomes nost manifest.
in the struggle characteristic of true feelings episodes there is a
similar retreat from higher-order conceptual activity into a passively-
received preverbal experiencing. Unlike Wallas's stage of incubation,
this retreat (which is experienced more as a "succuiibing to") is not
into unconscious activity, but into an almost preconscious intensity of
ijtiagery and feeling, a seeming junble of cognitions, feelings, and
sensations. For some the experience takes on "a dreamy quality," for
others it is "nightmare-like," and for others it includes a sense that
"something false [is] being shed." For all, it is intense, surprising,
and beyond control. This seemingly jumbled, endoceptual realm of ex-
perience is in fact a kind of text: a history book of one's self; a
dictionary of one's past, it is a text of memories and feelings, the
coirponents of self. And from this text, perhaps through an associative
process imbued with problem-solving intention, new selves are composed,
self-enhancement ensues, and meaningful understandings of the
precipitating conflict are derived. "To find and constitute meaning"
(Rothenberg, 1979)— this is the creative process, in poetry as in
feelings.
Agepcy
The phrase, "[t]o find. , .meaning" almost suggests a kind of active
pursuit; but in creative acts and in true feelings episodes, a large
part of the meaningful activity occurs passively, outside of conscious
intent. Regarding their true feelings episodes, subjects describe the
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sense of having lost control, of succuirbing to the activities of inner
experience, it is a kind of possession that has parallels in religious
and inystical experience, although in these cases agency is projected
outward (onto an invisible Supreipe Being, for exairple)
, whereas in true
feelings experiences agency is projected inward (onto a hidden True
Self, for example)
.
m both cases, the experiences gain in credibility
to the extent that they are passively received. (The sense in which this
increased credibility derives from the seeming negation of social in-
fluence will be examined further in the section entitled "The Problem of
Authenticity.")
In creative acts and true feelings episodes, this passive succuirb-
ing to inner experience can be seen as motivated by the desire to sub-
vert the limitations of conscious cognition. Schiller (in Freud, 1938)
links creative impotency to the "constraints the intellect iirposes on
the imagination." And in certain conflicts of identity, of self-
understanding, we come quickly face to face with the adaptive limits of
self-consciousness. We adopt new strategies for change, one of which we
call "getting in touch with true feelings."
More specifically, confusion, depression, guilt and anxiety, the
emotions most often felt at the beginning of true feelings episodes, can
be seen as judgments about our selves and our world (Solomon, 1977) , as
provocations to change or renewal, as demands for a commitment to new
values or a recoirndtment to old. In these moments, we are unable to
derive new identities from the vantage point of our conscious selves,
Atteiipts at self-renewal are stymied in part because, true to our nature
as social creatures, selves are largely created through our relation-
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ships with others (Chodorow, 1978; Jordan & Surrey, 1986; Miller, 1976;
Stern, 1985; Winnicott, 1965).
The contemporary limitations on our opportunities for self-
constructive social intercourse (particularly as a result of the im-
pingements on and changes in the structures of family life) have been
examined extensively elsewhere. And the extent to which our "self-
contained individualism" (Sampson, 1988) restricts our inherent inter-
personal propensities is still the topic of much agonizing debate. But
in our passive succumbing to the activities of true feelings ex-
periences, we've acquired a means for side-stepping these dilemmas. This
passive experience is in fact an immersion in the totality of our ex-
periences, relationships, and feelings. In a sense we succunb to the
unconscious histories of our lives, experiencing and re-experiencing at
an almost ineffable level aspects of our selves in relationship with
others. And drawing from this experience we can begin to reconstruct and
create the identities we require to move forward in our lives. By giving
ourselves up to an unconscious sociality we are spared the need to
examine the limitations of self-contained individualism and are left
with the comforting sense that our self-enhancement is the product of a
natural, pre-social, "true" self.
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Ohe Relation of Trup F--1-- nx nr^iUjU,!^
That REASON, PASSION, answer one great aiir.-
That true SELF-LOVE and SOCIAL are the sani.
Pope, An EsKay np ^a^j^
in the previous section we examined true feelings experiences in
terms of their self-constructive, self-enhancing qualities, in a sense
from the inside out. In this section we will look at these experiences
from the outside in, examining some of the ways in which true feelings
episodes arise from and are eirbedded in the coirplex social fabric of our
lives. TO this end we will take two tacks, first delineating patterns in
the specific social contexts whithin which true feelings episodes occur,
then secondly making some observations and inferences about the meaning
of true feelings episodes within the larger context of our culture.
Specific social conteyi^p
Whether in the aftermath of a beloved grandfather's death, or in
the face of having to choose between two long-term lovers, or in the
dawning experience of alienation from drug-using friends, each an ex-
perience described by our subjects, true feelings episodes uniformly
arise when a major shift, or the threat of a shift, occurs in our
relationships with important others. These shifts may be activated by
choice or by circumstance— for exanple, by refusing to join friends in
crossing a picket line, or by the startling experience of a girlfriend's
rejection. But in all cases they represent a dislocation of self within
a once-familiar relational context, provoking the need to adapt one's
self to a new social role in the light of changing social circumstance.
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Ultimately, these relational shifts force a reconsideration of our
sense of who we are. indeed, current developmental research (e.g.,
Belenky, et al., 1986; Jordan & Surrey, 1986; Miller, 1976; Stern, 1985)
suggests that our sense of who we are always exists within the dialectic
of relationship, that there is no such thing as a self apart from the
intrapsychic whisperings of our individual social histories and the
interpersonal attunements of our current lives. We are each and always a
self-in-relationship; and the self-amending process of true feelings
experiences, which we've called creativity in the service of the self,
is at the same time a process of relocation, an atteitpt to locate one's
self within a dramatically shifted, or shifting, relational natrix. From
one perspective a true feelings episode is about the activities of self-
amendment; from another it is about the adaptation to changing social
roles. Clearly it is about both; and the ultimate result of the process
is a renewed adaptive strength which we've called self-enhancement, but
which could as well be called the enhancement of self-in-relationship.
The true feelings we seem to discover help guide us in the reloca-
tion of our selves within the shifting contexts of our relational
worlds. From infancy we are taught the meanings of our emotions, at
first by parents and siblings and later by teachers, television, and
friends. We are taught the general cultural forms of interpreting our
feelings, as well as more idiosyncratic, familial forms. And we enlarge
and refine these meanings witJriin the context of subsequent experiences
and relationships. Yet however refined, our every emotion bears with it
an iirperative cultural history, a history which guides and governs the
choice and expression of our feelings. During true feelings episodes
—
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which arise when there has been, or threatens to be, a significant shift
in our relationships and a concoit^ltant injury to, or confusion about,
our sense of self- we inmerse ourselves in this history, in a sense
"ruimaging around" for a feeling or conbination of feelings that will be
our response to the turmoil, that will provide ineaning not only for what
has occured but for what can occur. If we ultimately feel anger, it's
not only a judgment about precipitating occurences, it's a conrntnent to
a way of understanding the present: for exairple, by seeing one's self as
an injured party, by condemning a particular person or action, by as-
serting one's boundaries in the face of shifting relationships. All true
feelings, from self-love and pride to anger and loss, establish the
meaning of past and present events and create a context for future
conduct. By establishing meaning they ameliorate confusion, by creating
new contexts they enable commitment.
The coirmitment is to a way of being, a way of relating— in sunt, to
a set of values about the world, other people, and our selves. For some,
true feelings episodes result in a coimdtment to new values; for others,
they result in a renewed commitment to old values. For all, true feel-
ings episodes are an arena in which the struggle between old and new
values occurs. Although the relationship between values and affects has
been the topic of centuries of philosophical debate, what is important
here is to recognize that our emotions both reflect something of the
history of our beliefs and values and commit us to particular sets of
beliefs and values.
For the young man in our study whose friends were beckoning him to
cross a picket line, the conflict and confusion he initially experienced
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were signals that a choice would need to be mde not only about his
conmtment to these friends but about his co«t^nt to conflicting
sets of values. The anger he soon experienced (as a true feeling) helped
guide his subsequent conduct, not only by giving the events meaning
(delineating his friends as worth condemnation)
, but by creating a
commitment to a particular way of being (as a person who complies and
expects others to conply to particular standards) and way of behaving
(not crossing the picket line)
.
In this case, the young man renewed his commitnent to values which
he already held dear, perhaps the values of his father and family. But
another young man might just as easily have had a true feelings ex-
perience that induced him to cross the picket line. He may have ex-
perienced an initial confusion and conflict, even experienced anger. But
the anger may have reflected a judgment about picketers, and his coirmit-
ment may have been to his friends and their values and, more generally
perhaps, to friendship rather than family, in neither case, it should be
clear, did these true feelings arise from the depths of some pre-social
"true" self. On the contrary, true feelings, like all feelings, eirbody a
history of social meanings, and their power to guide is based on that
history. Ultimately we may break with that history, we may commit our-
selves to values other than to those we had previously held fealty. But
these new values, like old values, are still circumscribed by our view
of who we are and who we wish to be, a view defined and constrained by
what we've learned, experienced, felt as members of particular social
orders in a particular culture. In addition, these values are, in part,
products of the self-constructive and self-situating processes of true
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feelings experiences. Their v^rth derives from their power to help us
mintain our new connectedness or re-connectedness to the social
order (s) within which our selves find meaning.
in two senses then, these values are social values. They are
derived from our social histories and they define our social relation-
ships. When Polonius somewhat pompously instructs his son, Laertes, in
the value of being true "to thine own self," he is not offering an
encomium to autonomy, selfishness, or isolation, in his own foolish way,
he is reminding Laertes, about to enbark for France, that anong stran-
gers, and within the confusion of unfamiliar demands, he can always rely
for guidance on what he knows, in his heart and soul, to be right. Of
course, what is in his heart and soul are the teachings of family and
friends, and so his father's instructions are in a sense a plea for
allegiance to the values of one social order (family) over another
(strangers)
.
But should Laertes give allegiance to another social order,
say of robbers and anti-clerics, it is doubtful that his father would
attribute these actions to the pronptings of Laertes' true self, no
matter how true they felt to Laertes. And of course if such actions did
feel true to Laertes, it would be in large part because of his iden-
tification with the values of the new social order, of crooks and
atheists, of which he'd become a part.
Truth always dichotomizes, always necessitates choice, and a belief
in the truth of a particular way of being, a particular set of values,
requires a rejection of other values, an implicit belief in their fal-
sity. The values we choose are the values of one social order or
another, and the extent to which they feel "true" is in large part the
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extent to which they are validated by the social order with which we
choose to identify (i.e., to find our identity), m our contenporary
examples, the values of the young man who refused to cross the picket
line may have been those of father and famly, and his true feelings
episode served to re-validate those values though a re-connection with
that social order; for the second (fictitious) young man, his true
feelings episode served to validate alternative values in the context of
a connection with a different social order. We can see then that whether
the social orders to which we connect, and through which our beliefs
receive validation, inhabit our inner worlds (our memories and
introjections)
,
or whether they populate our material lives, or both, it
is through them that we come to accept the values that give meaning to
our lives.
Cultural implications
Although a thorough exegesis of the relationship between cultural
values and true feelings beliefs is beyond the scope of our data and the
intent of this analysis (see the section entitled "Extensions and
Limitations" for a discussion of future research possibilities) , an
important cultural assuiiption, one at the heart of our belief in and
experience of true feelings, merits further elaboration. Our experience
of true feelings, indeed our experience of our selves, derives value in
proportion to our perception of it as free from social influence and
restraint. The perception that social influence is in some significant
way vitiating is a core cultural belief, both constructing and con-
stricting our ideas about autonony, agency, and accomplishment (Sanpson,
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1988), and ^st inportantly about who „e are, our selves. The historical
development of this core cultural belief has been described and docu-
^ted elsewhere (Baumeister, 1987, Snell, 1982), and evidence for
alternative perceptions, including those that still uphold the value of
individual freedom and achievement, is plentiful (Heelas s Lock, 1981;
Shweder & LeVine, 1984).
Given the culturally-lindted meaning of this belief, and the poten-
tial value of alternative constructions (including those that might lead
to less bounded conceptions of self, e.g., Sampson's [1988] "ensenbled
individualism")
,
we might ask whether true feelings experiences are as
enabling of cultural adaptation as they are in adapting individuals to
the culture, a question of particular inportance if we see our civi-
lization as in decline, stultified by the power of its own unseen
prejudices, in our examination of true feelings experiences, we have
seen the tremendous extent to which such experiences derive meaning from
our social histories, as well as the extent to which true feelings are
iirbued with social meaning. And we have also seen that these histories,
this meaning, remain largely outside of our perception. In a significant
way, then, we are the agents of social processes even as we believe that
our experience is free from social influence; at a very deep level, we
embody our culture even as we assert our independence from it. Thus, it
would seem, important cultural values reside outside of critical
scrutiny, indeed provoke and govern our activities, even as we perceive
these activities to be self-evidently "fundamental," "organic," and
"true."
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True feelings experiences are sinultaneously self-reparative and
socially facilitating; they enable social cor^rce, at a point of poten-
tial social breakdown, under the auspices of a kind of rigid, self-
contained individualism. They are uncritically self
-enhancing, in that
the larger cultural values that they ^ody (and reproduce) remain
unexamined and hence refractory to change. This may be beneficial for
maintaining a culture as is, but it my be dangerous for a culture in
need of amendment, in effect, the choices for the development of self
and relationship are circumscribed, beholden to cultural dictates even
as they seem to emanate from some natural and limitless creative source.
When Rollo May (1975) writes that "to be authentic means to be
author of yourself," he begs the question of what kind of characters
(and character traits) are available for us to imagine, let alone should
be imagined. His metaphor implies that we are in some sense a blank page
and that our authorial vocabulary is derived from some limitless, other-
worldly source. But, of course, we learn our vocabulary from this world,
from the culture in which we develop. In growing up in America we learn
English and not (usually) Chinese, and the rules of grammar we learn,
vdiile flexible, are firm, and neologisms are not merely discouraged they
neither provide signification nor enable identification. And so it is
with our emotional vocabulary as well. Certainly cultures, like people,
do grow and inprove, but when under the aegis of one truth other truths
are concealed, the developmental tasks become immeasurably more dif-
ficult,
A final, perhaps overly dramatic, exaitple from our data is sugges-
tive of how cultural limitations may be reflected in our evaluation of
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certain feelings as "true". The e^tions synpathy and self-love were on
a list of forty-five con^n eirotions included in our questionnaire. In
tenre of the frequency with which these emotions were merely ex-
perienced, they ranked only thirty-eighth and forty-first, respectively.
But when subsequently ranked in tem^ of whether they were experienced
as "true," synpathy only rose two standings to thirty-sixth. Self-love,
on the other hand, rose forty standings- to nuirter one.
The Problem of fiiithenticity
Do you not see how necessary [is] a Wbrld of Pains
to school an Intelligence and make it a soul?
Keats, Letters
The near clamorous concern in our culture about "who we really are"
has a long and intriguing history (Ellenberger, 1970; Marcuse, 1966;
Trilling, 1972)
.
And the extent to which this concern pervades and
colors all aspects of contenporary American life is the subject of
numerous books and articles (see, for example, Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan,
Swidler, & Tipton, 1986). True feelings episodes (let alone this study
itself!) are one more manifestation of this concern— an especially
eirblematic manifestation in that the question of true feelings, as we
have seen, lies at the core of our beliefs about self, emotions, and
values. At the larger, cultural level, the very existence of the idea of
true feelings reflects an ongoing transformation of the social order
that began with the dichotomization of personal existence into self-
being and social-being in, perhaps, the 16th century (Baumeister, 1987)
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and continued with the hegenx^ny of self-contained individualism follow-
ing the industrial revolution (see Gerth & Mills, 1946)
. m historical
context, then, true feelings episodes can be seen as a kind of defensive
manifestation of individual longings in the face of drastically changing
social institutions (see Poster, 1978). At the level of individual
lives, such episodes betoken a rupture in our ongoing sense of being
even as they offer the promise of repair.
The questions of what makes true feelings feel "true", what gives
them their tremendous credibility, what part do they play in our in-
creasingly urgent quest for authenticity, have formed an inportant theme
of this entire study. We have touched on the power true feelings
episodes derive from their restorative function at the interacting
levels of self and society. We have shown how true feelings gain in
credibility to the extent that they are exi)erienced as here-and-now,
that is, to the extent that their histories remain relegated to the
unconscious. And we have explored the significant degree to which our
true feelings, and thie values they enbody, find meaning through their
validation by the social orders within which we exist, in this segment,
in an attenpt to further illuminate the relations among culture, emo-
tions, and self, we will focus more narrowly on the question of "truth"
and "authenticity," by examining three attributes central to the way
people experience true feelings.
For the most part, true feelings are perceived not only as arising
from deep inside ourselves, but as arising from a deeper source than the
"ordinary" feelings of everyday life. It is in the "deep, dark regions
of our selves" that society is presumed not to reside, and so feelings
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that we imgine as surfacing from this source are felt to be more
"genuine" and "authentic," unvitiated by the influences of habit, expec-
tation, tradition. However, the contents of true feelings experiences,
as well as the kinds of experienced feelings their^elves, are drawn from
the mach deeper pool of cultural meanings; it is our perception of them
as deep down, hidden, that lends them credibility, that "authenticates"
them. AS Trilling (1972) notes, "to see society in ourselves is to feel
inauthentic," and so for true feelings to feel "true", we must see them
as arising from some culturally-devoid, socially-imimne wellspring.
True feelings episodes are also often judged to be painfully in-
tense, the enbodiment of suffering and struggle, it may be that inten-
sity serves a kind of disorganizing function, keeping old patterns of
behavior and reflection in helpless abeyance, allowing the self-creative
process to gain sway (Frank, 1974). But, more certainly, painfulness,
intensity, and struggle lend credibility to true feelings experiences,
enhancing our faith in their "truthfulness." A belief in the authen-
ticating power of suffering has a noble history that enbraces epis-
temologies as diverse as Christ's and Freud's. In our culture, this
belief helps structure our understanding of the "true self" and "true
feelings." We see the "true self" as existing in opposition to a stran-
gulating society, its very existence the result of struggle and suffer-
ing. The extreme of this position can be discovered in the polemics of
radical psychiatrists like Laing (1961) and Cooper (1978) , the latter of
whom has written that, "Madness has in our age become some sort of lost
truth." But the politics of Reaganites, as reflected in Quixotian tilt-
ings at communism and government as well as in fealty to a kind of
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c«*oy liodividualism, reflect stodlar anti-social beliefs, m short,
authenticity is believed to be constrained by social intercourse ani to
blossom only in often painful countervailence to social needs and expec-
tations. The "trueness- of true feeli^s episodes thus finds validation
in their intensity and discomfort.
Finally, true feelings are also felt to be authentic insofar as
they arise outside of our control. (See the section on "The Relation of
True Peelings to the self for further elaboration of the issue of
agency.) Thus, it is not inerely their perception as asocial or pre-
social that lends them power, but our belief in their freedom from
conscious constraint, in a sense our belief in both their social-^
self-transcendent origins. They are beyond the taint of human contact,
whether personal or social. Thus, the perception of true feelings as
out-of
-control can be seen largely as an artefact of a larger idea: the
belief in the pre-human, organic nature of true feelings, the belief, in
short, in their fundamental "naturalness." in the Romantic Age, the
glorification of organic being achieved new heights such that Schiller
could write of the sophisticated person's need for "energizing beauty,"
the source of which is "the strength [man] brought with him from the
state of savagery." This notion of a primordial inner strength still
carries great weight in our culture (as the continued popularity of
Jungian psychology attests) , and in true feelings experiences we see
reflected the belief in a transformational organic endowment. The search
for the true, the authentic, becomes a search for the organic (a search,
it irust be noted, that acquires ever greater urgency as we experience
the relentless demolition of our organic environment) . In our erroneous
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perception of true feelings as free from the inpingen^nts of social and
individual purpose, we see then, as natural and organic and we read into
them an otherwise elusive authenticity, a stay against the fragirenta-
tions of existence, indeed, insofar as true feelings experiences are
self-enhancing, they foster a sense of transcendence over the disorien-
tation and disconnection of our lives, that is, a sense of seamless
being, of authenticity. But to the extent that our experiences of frag-
mentation, alienation, and disorientation are the products of cultural
machinations beyond the self-constructive capacities of personal sen-
sibilities, true feelings episodes are merely one aspect of a per-
severant cycle of loss and recovery, of damage and repair. And the
urgency in our search for authenticity, as well as the pervasiveness of
true feelings experiences themselves, may bespeak, to paraphrase Trill-
ing, an increasing anxiety over the credibility of our very existence.
By severing the authentic from the social, by seeking true being only in
the depths of our selves, we are denied that sense of intersubjectivity
whose absence has provoked these very severings and seekings, and whose
recovery alone can restore lost meaning to our lives.
Liiidtations and Extensions
We feel in one world, we think and name in another. Between the two
we can set up a system of references, but we cannot fill the gap.
Proust
With regard to the generality of the present results, several
points need to be made, although not belabored since our study was
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were
designed to be exploratory rather than paran^tric. a,r subjects
college students, ranging in age from 18 to 28 (..^an = 2C) and their
experiences necessarily reflect tte mjor preoccupations of their gener-
ation and social milieu. However, with an average of twenty years of
emotional education to their credit, our subjects also reflect the
cultural meanings and definitions with which their emotions are enbued.
In addition, their descriptions of true feelings experiences range over
a much greater terrain than college life, even touching upon events
preceding their entry to college. And while such issues as family inde-
pendence, new love, and changing values may rank higher now on the their
list of concerns than they will a decade hence, the problems of
autonomy, relationship, and belief, as well as the kinds of emotional
responses they induce, are not restricted by age. This study is derived
from broad concerns about the huinan enterprise and is built from the
conmon language of human intercourse. Thus, while no presunptions are
made that college students are exactly like anyone else (or even each
other)
,
this work assumes that at the relevant levels of cultural dis-
course we are all, to use Sullivan's phrase, "more human than anything
else." And as the products and producers of the larger culture, we tend
to act, think, and feel in ways that are significantly more similar than
different.
This said, it is also clear that our understanding of the relation
between the self and emotions, between culture and personality, would be
enormously aided by an extension of this study across ages, and across
cultures. Although in this culture, as we grow older, we may substitute
seemingly more refined phrases (e.g., "discovering our genuine nature,"
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or "Clarifying our enx^tional needs") for the hackneyed "getting in touch
with true feelings," it seen^ clear that the underlying questions,
regarding identity and values, renain fully pertinent and alive. How do
our experiences of "true feelings," of "authentic" enotional ircments, of
"genuine" being, vary across generations? How do the content and the
inpact of such experiences differ at different ages? Do different emo-
tions get characterized as "true," does the frequency of such ex-
periences decrease? These are all inportant questions for future re-
search. In addition, other inportant questions regarding the univer-
sality of such experiences could be addressed by cross-cultural data, it
would be interesting to know which cultures, if not all cultures,
similarly dichotomize the value they attribute to their emotions and
emotional experiences. And any differences in the kinds of emotions
deemed "true" might generate useful hypotheses about differences in
self-perception and social values. In sum, cross-generational and cross-
cultural research on true feelings would significantly elaborate our
knowledge of the recursive relations among emotions, culture and self.
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APPEIOIX
True Feelings Questionnaire and Response itotals
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SECTION C*E
Please read first:
described as "getting in touch wi5r^^ru?1e2!rif^ ^L^""^ that nay be
brief, or they nay te fairly long. ^ ^l^^tLa^^^^^^."^. ^
others only rarely or not al ai?! Also, rSSiSL^rSS'^^^kSs'^SI^/'happening, may se«n mild and quite ordinary or it may^ SSly iS^^ f^if ^questionnaire, we are interested in the wh^le varied ofexpSi2cS^*;,Scalled
-getting in touch with your true feelings
xperiences, big and small.
(ir'^Jt^g^L^L??? jiSle'lneT"""' "^^"""^ ^ ^""'^^ '^^^
Not at all A little bit Fairly very
fai^iliar familiar familiar familiar
2 (1-2%) 37 (21.4%) 69 (39.9%) 65 (37.6%)
2. Have you ever had the kind of experience that might be described as "getting in touch
with your true feelings"?
1*3 Yes 173 a 00%)
3. In general, how many times would you say you've had an experience of qettinq in touch
with true feelings. (Circle one)
Never Oice or twice Less than 10 times More than 10 times
0 39 (22.5%) 65 (37.6%) 69 (39.9%)
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4 Please think of a time, recently or in the past, about which you might say that vou'dgotten in touch with your true feelings. It iray have been a brief episode or^or^^hynn
spread out over tin«; it n«y have beer! a single continuous epiSe fr Se tLt^T^inbits and pieces. If you can think of several such times, choose the onelSt^^
most typical for you. i=<::aic.
Now try and relive the experience, remeirbering where you were, how you felt what
caused It, what emotions were involved, etc. Take your tire and when you have a prettvgood sense of the experience, please describe it as fully and clearly as possible
[If you've never had such an episode, you may have a sense of what it might
mean to get in touch with your true feelings. If you do, please describe
an incident that comes as close as possible to what you think it would be like
to get in touch with your true feelings. Write your description in the space above.]
5. Approximately when did your episode first begin? (Circle one)
Within the One to six Six months to One to three More than three
past month months ago one year ago years ago years ago
37 (21.4) 43 (24.9) 32 (18.5) 35 (20.2) 26 (15)
6. At what point did you actually recognize that what you experienced was an episode of
getting in tooch with your true feelings.
96 (55.5) while the experience was actually occuring.
52 (30.1) when I thought about it after the experience occured.
13 (7.5) wh/en I first described the experience to somebody I knew.
12 (6.9) when I thought about the experience in order to answer this questionnaire.
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xng descrxbes it best: (Check a or l, thL^^T^of'The^'fou^^^t^^^^^^
^" ^^^ - ^^ «^ Pretty imch a single, continuous event:
2LJ2SL3l^ith a fairly clear begi:uiing, but not a clear ending
35 (2Q.2)with a fairly clear beginning and ending
22_LLL2Iwith a fairly clear ending, but not a clear beginning
15 (g . 7) without a fairly clear beginning or ending
'^^'^^
^' ^Pi^e '^"l'^ come and go (in bits and pieces) over tire:
21 (12.])with a fairly clear beginning, but not a clear ending
17 without a fairly clear beginning or ending
16 (9 . 2) with a fairly clear ending, but not a clear beginning
5 (2 . 9) with a fairly clear beginning and ending
8. i^roximately how long did the episode last. (Be specific if no=!c;ihi» in t-c.^^
minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, etc.)
t , p ssible, m terms of
l/2hr/less half hr-3hrs 3hrs-lday Iday-lwk Iwk-lmos
28 (16.2) 24 (13.9) 6 (3.5) 21 (12.1) 25(14.5)
1-6 mos. 6nios-lyr 1 yr+ still continuing
34 (19.7) 11 (6.4) 13 (7.5) 11 (6.4)
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SEXmON TWO
Tte foUowing (jjestions are interested in sook of the different
10. Approximately when did this episode first begin? (Circle one)
Within the C*ie to six Six months to One to three More than three
past month months ago one year ago three years ago years ago
44(26.2) 36(21.4) 28(16.2) 27(15.6) 33(19.1)
11. Approximately how long did the episode last. (Be specific, if possible, in terms of
minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, etc.)
l/2hr/less half hr-3hrs 3hrs-lday Iday-lwk Iwk-lmos
14(8.5) 34(20.7) 6(3.5) 21(12.1) 15(9.1)
1-6 mos. 6mos-lyr 1 yr+ Still continuing
34(20.7) 7(4.3) 13(7.9) 7(4.3)
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12. In order to understand some of the differences between "true feelinqs" e«3eripnr«=(such as you described in question #4) and other experiences (suchls Jou dS^i^ S
^^^^^ *^'' ^° y^""' descriptions of both episodes Thl^ SS^fn.,*-a check next to each of the following statements that applies ^ P^^^^e put
"true feelings- experience of cjiestion «4 differed from the way I exDerienc«3 wfeeling In question #9, because: i p ed ny
159 (91i9) .the true feelings taught me nore about myself.
156 (90.2) the true feelings came from deeper inside me.
131 (75.7) the true feelings were generally more intense,
126 (72.8) the true feelings helped more in clarifying my values.
109 (63.0^ the true feelings helped more to guide me in my life.
1(?9 (63.0) .the true feelings taught me more about relating to others.
106 (61.31 the true feelings were more painful.
105 (60.7) .the true feelings were less under my control than the other feelings.
102 (59.0) the true feelings seemed more like feelings that only I could have had.
98 (56.61 the true feelings came on more suddenly and unexpectedly.
96 (55.5) the true feelings seemed more natural to me than the other feelings.
84 (48.6) the true feelings were more like a revelation than the other feelings.
69 (39.91 the true feelings taught me more about others.
66 (38.21 the true feelings were irore of a surprise to me than the other feelings.
55 (31.81 the true feelings with were more pleasurable.
46 (26.61 the true feelings seemed less natural to me than the other feelings.
44 (25.41 the true feelings were more under my control than the other feelings.
42 (24.31 the true feelings seemed more like feelings universal to everyone.
41 (23.71 the true feelings came on more smoothly and comfortably.
16 (19.21 the true feelings were generally less intense.
12 (6.91 the true feelings were more on the surface.
13. In your own words please describe any other major differences between getting in touch
with your true feelings and other anotional experiences of similar length and intensity.
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any, that happened
Ranking
Based on
Happened
Had
Inpact
Had Inpact/
Happened
87(50.3) 45(26.0) 10
?Se!Sfetc!)"*' °' ^'"^ (P^^^"t, spouse,
78(45.1) 9(5.2) 20 Got high on drugs or drunk with alcohol
77(44.5) 37(21.4) 12 Met someone new with whom you would like tn Vviwo = ^«i,4-- u.jf^ WV1UJ.U i K CO nave a relationship
60(34.7) 19(11.0) 19 Succeeded at inportant task (i.e., achievement in wnrt c^k^i >v-^.".., i^iiic ciiieiit o K, scnool, etc.)
59(34.1) 27(15.6) 15 Were rejected by someone close to you (parent qnonQo fri^A •. <>,w J..JU it'aiciiL, sp use, iriend, etc.)
48(27.7) 31(17.9) 1 Fell in love
35(20.2) 19(11.0) 8 Renewed your coirniitment to beliefs and values vou alreadv h«H
35(20.2) 21(12.1) 4.5 Major change in your physical or mental health
34(19.7) 15(8.7) 16 You ended a romantic relationship
32(18.5) 20(11.6) 3 Moved to a new home or school
30(17.3) 13(7.5) 17 Death of someone close to you (parent, soouse frif^nH ot-n \
28(16.2) 16(9.2) 6 Someone ended a romantic relationship with you
25(14.5) 16(9.2) 6 Major change in your beliefs and values (e.a., reliqious
and/or political) ' ^
25(14.5) 7(4.0) 20 Started a purely sexual relationship
23(13.3) 13(7.5) 7 Failed at ijiportant task
19(11.0) 9(5.2) 13 Major change in physical or mental health of someone close to you
15(8.7) 9(5.2) 4.5 Divorce or separation of parents
13(7.5) 6(3.5) 14 Made a deep comrdtment to live with someone
13(7.5) 7(4.0) 9 Were confused about sexual identity or preference
8(4.6) 4(2.3) 11 Got pregnant or fathered a pregnancy
7(4.0) 3(1.7) 18 Got engaged or married
4(2.3) 0 22.5 Arrested by police
1(.6) 0 22.5 Fired from work
15. CilCle all of thoee which you believe had acne inpact on, or contrihuted to, your
experience of getting in touch with true feelings.
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contributed to, your experie^cfof ^t^^^T^ tlT.T^ t'ueTeeMngs/"^
17. To the best of your memory, what would you say was the oeneral
OTHER 5(3.0^
please specify
4 (2.4)Can't remenber
13 f 7. 7)
N
othing unusual
In the weeks just before your
-true feelings" experience began: (circle one)
Happy Anxious
28(16.8) 28(16.8)
CTTHER 9(5.4)
please specify
Depressed
23(13.8)
Irritable
16(9.6)
In love
16(9.6)
Lonely
14(8.4)
CaLr
10(6.0)
£I4^JQ_Can't remei±.er
ISiS^Nothing unusual
In the just before your "true feelings" experience began: (circle one)
Anxious Depressed H^^>y Irritable Caljn in love Lonely
40(23.8) 39(23.2) 23(13,7) 18(10.7) 8(4.8) 7(4.2) 7(4.2)
CTOER 7(4.2)
please specify
9(5.4) Can't remeirber
10 (5. 8) Nothing unusual
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74(42.9) An inportant insight or self-realization.
70(40.5^ A meitory of the past
54(3 1. 2) A painful or sad interaction with someone else.
50(28.9) Seeing someone's face, or hearing someone's voice
49(27.7) General day dreaming and fantasy
4^(26 . 6) An angry or irritating interaction with someone else.
45(2e.(?)..The sense that I'd lost control of my feelings.
45( 26 . 0)
.
An aesthetic experience (listening to nusic, looking at art.
reading a book, etc.)
42(24.3) The sense that I was taking control of my feelings.
37(21.4) A pleasurable or joyful interaction with someone else.
34(19.7) A moment of total relaxation
25(14.5) A contact with nature
24(13.9) A drug or alcohol
18(10.4) A realization that I'd hit rock bottom in my life.
15(g.7) A strenuous activity (sports, running, lifting, etc.)
14(8.1) ^An intrusive sensation (for exairple, a sudden noise, taste, touch, or
smell)
13(7.5) other
10(5.8) Meditation
9(5.2) A religious interaction
9(5.2) A realization that I was really on top of the world.
9(5.2) There was no "trigger" because my true feelings developed slowly over tijne
1(0.6) I can't remenber
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SECTION POUR
follow questions refer directly to ya,r experience of the "true feeli^- episode
cheJk each ofTh:io"?LLtSS;^S^thar:p^S^^^ °^ ^^^-"^^ .^P^-^-
leim^it felt like I was learniiig soir^thing new and i^rtant about n^elf
92(53.2) it felt emotionally intense
76(43. g)_it felt confusing
71 ^41. 0) it felt as though my whole world was changing
67(38
. 7) it felt like what was happening was beyond my control
_fi2LiLLSl_I was in touch with a self that was very different from my everyday self
_fill2£xil_I could feel my sense of self growing and expanding
-60(34.7) .1 was surprised by what I was feeling
-60(34 . 7) it felt as if something false was being shed or gotten rid of
5S(33
. 5) it felt like I was discovering a kind of personal secret
56(32
. 4) it felt like I was experiencing my deepest needs and desires
47(27.2) all self-deception seemed to disappear
44(25.4) it felt like I was becoming less closed off, and that made me feel stronger
41 ( 23 . 7) _it seemed like feelings that maybe had been "dangerous" or "risky" to feel
were now safe or okay to feel.
40(23 .1 ) it felt like I was learning something new and inportant about the world
36(20. it felt perfectly clear
CXKnUUED NEXT PAGE
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(ocNUNua))
_i&m^soiTevhere inside I recognized qualities or aspects of parents
^ilOi^it felt like I was becoming less closed off, and that nade re feel unprotected
34( 1 9 . 7) it felt like I was nurturing or nourishing my self in new ways
34( 1 3 . 7) it felt as though I was in touch with something from the past
33(19.11 it felt enotionally calm
.31(17.9) there was a nightirare-like quality to the experience
30(17.3) .there was a dreamy quality to the experience
30(17 . 3) it felt like I was tapping into a kind of energy source
25(14.5) _it felt like I was in touch with the child inside me
24(13 . 9) it felt like I was being drawn out of myself by a kind of powerful force
15<8.71 it felt mysterious
5(2.91 it felt ordinary
In your own words, please describe any other subjective qualities of your
experience:
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20. Now focus on the specific eimUnnc <:„ i •
these feelings may be'S^tr" ^tSrexSJiS^Ks TST^ '"^'"^the following list carefully and put a^ecrSt to afl^L^ iTportant. Please go thoughtant ones, that you experienced dSing Vo^^Xc^e o^.e^.^l-^"^^^^^^^^
Subjects
Ranking Based
Subjects
on Exper-
Who ienced
Who Exper- as True/
Exper- ienced
ienced as True ienced
f%i r%)
106(61.3) 34(19.7) 22 CCXifu^inn 36(20.8) 12(6.9) 17.25 injustice
96(55.5) 23 (13.3) jj. uepression 35(20.2) 5(2.9) 42.5 fright
86(49.7) 52(30.1) 2 love 34(19.7) 12(6.9) 14 shock
84(48.6) 23(13.3) 28 oinlf 34(19.7) 13(7.5) 11 rejection
79(45.7) 30(17.3) 12 S3dn6ss 33(19.1) 11(6.4) 17.25 calmness
76(43.9) 23(13.3) 26 fear 30(17.3) 6(3.5) 36.5 delight
73(42.2) 26(15.0) 30(17.3) 13(7.5) 7 pride
70(40.5) 15(8.7) 30(17.3) 7(4.0) 32 triunph
68(39.3) 34(19.71 27(15.6) 9(5.2) 33 desire
64(37.0) 30(17.3) 5 loneliness 25(14.5) 8(4.6) 32 jealousy
60(34.7) 17(9.8) 2 doubt 23 (13.3) 9(5.2) 10 awe
60(34.7) 21(12.1) 15 confidence 23(13.3) 5(2.9) 34 certainty
58(33.5) 25(14.5) 6 hajpiness 21(12.1) 3(1.7) 42.5 desolation
56(32.4) 17(9.8) 25 hate 20(11.6) 4(2.3) 36.5 synpathy
56(32.4) 31(17.9) 3 loss 20(11.6) 3(1.7) 41 indifference
56(32.4) 19(11.0) 16 hci3e 19(11.0) 5(2.9) 29 power
55(31.8) 23(13.3) 8 relief 16(9.2) 2(1.2) 44 revenge
51(29.5) 19(11,0) 13 resentment 16(9.2) 11(6.4) 1 self-love
50(28.9) 16(9.2) 23.5 joy 13(7.5) 2(1.2) 40 envy
49(28.3) 8(4.6) 39 despair 12(6.9) 4(2.3) 17.25 ecstasy
45(26.0) 8(4.6) 38 irritation 5(2.9) 0 other
41(23.7) 10(5.8) 30 excitemejit 3(1.7) 1(0.6) 17.25 boredom
41(23.7) 9(5.2) 33 panic
39(22.5) 16(9.2) 9 affection
21. Now look over all the feelings and emotions you just checked off, and circle
only those which you migfat say were the true feelings you got in touch with.
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SE)CnCM FIVE
Then E«t a check next to the toliowina stEeS ]i J'." Particular eflscde.
over au the categories before te^l^^fpSe.? (I^
I knew it was ending because:
'^^'t^ I accepted what i had just been feeling.
[34 . 7 1 I felt emotionally drained.
^^^^^"^^^
^^-^^ ^raduany returned
42_[2L^ someone interacted with me, or I interacted with soneone.
^ f26.61 It is still continuing.
45 f2e.O). I felt a sudden relief.
'25 . 4) I made a conscious decision that it was over.
2^ ( 15 . 0) I became more aware of my surroundings.
20 (!!.()). I felt very unsettled.
20 (11.6) I took some physical action.
20 (11.6) I felt emotionally energized.
16 (9.2) my emotions petered out.
3 (5 . 2) I rejected what I had just been feeling.
6 f3.5^ other
4 (2.2) I cannot remenber.
1 (0.6)_ the drug(s) I took began wearing off.
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No 14 (8.n Yes 159(91 .q)
If Yes, please check each of the following that describes th^ Aff«^^oyour experience may have had on you.
a i^ e effects
As a result of the episode:
IP4(60.i). I feel better about myself
75 (43i4I I have nore self-confidence
74 (42.91 I am more open emotionally
58 f33.si I value life more
5? (33 . 51 I have better relationships with people now
56 (22. i) My values have changed
11 I have less self-confidence
11 (^.4) I am more closed off emotionally
10 (5.81 I feel worse about myself
3 (5 . 2) No noticeable changes have occured as a result of the episode
(I'm basically the same as I was before.)
6 (3.5) I have worse relationships with people now
3 fl.71 I vedue life less
In your own words, please describe any changes, if any, in your life that have
resulted from your "true feelings" episode.
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SECTION SIX
we are interested in getting a more general picture of the e«mti«iai «^perience of your
-true feelings" epiSe.
^^"^"^'^ mo on l er-
24. Although we often experience many feelinas at th*. Qamo
usually name one nain feeing or enctiorS descH^^^r^' *T
state at any given tiir«. PleL take a^S^ to rSer Jouf^.T^'^
l^e^^'''' ^ rS^^ft^rjouT^tSelEi-
Now circle the one (and only one) enotion that cores closest to descrih-
Right Before
Tfae ^isode
(circle one)
During
Hk Episode
(circle one)
Right After
TSx ^isode
(circle one)
26(15.2) Confused 33(19.1) Confused 52(30.6) Relieved
23(13.5) Depressed 19(11.0) Angry 17(10.0) Hopeful
21(12.3) Anxious 17(9.8) Depressed 15(8.7) Other
19(11.1) Happy 13(7.5) Loving 13(7.6) Depressed
12(7.0) Indifferent 12(6.9) Anxious 11(6.5) Happy
9(5.3) Lonely 10(5.8) Hopeful 9(5.3) Loving
9(5.3) Irritable 10(5.8) Guilty 7(4.1) Confused
9(5.3) Other 8(4.6) Happy 5(2.9) Indifferent
9(5.3) Frightened 6(3.5) Joyful 5(2.9) Joyful
6(3.5) Loving 6(3.5) Lonely 5(2.9) Lonely
5(2.9) Hopeful 6(3.5) Relieved 5(2.9) Angry
5(2.9) Joyful 6(3.5) Frightened 5(2.9) Guilty
5(2.9) Angry 5(2.9) Excited 5(2.9) Excited
4(2.3) Excited 4(2.3) Irritable 3(1.8) Irritable
3(1.8) Rejected 4(2.3) Rejected 3(1.8) Rejected
3(1,8) Guilty 2(1.2) Indifferent 2(1.2) Frightened
2(1.2) Bored 0 Bored 0 Anxious
1(0.6) Relieved 12(6.9) Other 0 Bored
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SBCnON SEVEN
25. Please circle the statement you agree with most:
Experiences of getting in
touch with my true feelings
are not particularly
inportart to me.
6 (3.5)
Experiences of getting in
touch with my true feelings
are iirportant but do not
play a major role in my life.
64 (37.4)
Experiences of getting in
touch with my true feelings
are inportant and play a
major role in my life.
101 (59.1)
26. What would you guess is the total nunber of tines you've gotten in touch withyour true feelings. (Please approximate) "
Not coded (sijnllar data available from question #3)
27^Please put a check next to each of the following statements you agree
151 (67
. 3) _In the end, these experiences are mostly beneficial to people.
147(85
. 0) AlJnost everyone has such experiences sometime in their life.
109(63.0) The feelings that come up are often surprising.
90(52. 0) Females and males have such experiences about equally often.
69(39 . 9) The experience aLnost always comes on suddenly without nuch warning.
65(37.6) 1^ experience is almost always beyond one's control.
37(21.4) Females have such experiences more often than males.
18(10.4) The experience is easily controlled.
10(5.8) Very few people have such experiences.
4(2.3) In the end, these experiences don't have nuch effect on people's lives.
3(1.7) Males have such experiences more often than females.
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28. Please circle the statement you agree with noet.
other cultures. 11^ ^^J--- -e^feeUn..^^^^^
" («.^) 66 ,40.5)
-V is ncet in touch with their
45(32.11 Amerirang
34(24.3) Riiroppang
26(18.61 Afiiana
21(15.0) AfricanR
10(7.1) South Americans
4(2.9) RufiRians
30. Which group would you say is least in touch with their true feelinqs'(Please choose one.) ^
62(45.9) RusRiana
12(8.9) Asianfl
6(4.4) Africans
6(4.4) Europeans
3(2.2) South Americans
Please explain some of the reasons behind your answers to the above three questions.
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Please read oveTaU the stSeSnL flr^f .yl°^'^ with their true feelings.
Of advice that youtiS^ JZTZTk best!' °" P^^^'
3e(56
. (>} Just wait for your feelings to come out naturally
76(43 . 9) Seek out a person (or persons) with whom you can express your feelings
53(30
. 6) Go where you can be corrpletely alone
43(38 . 3) ..Keep a journal or diary of your thoughts
47( 27 . 2) Get away from the influence of friends an<Vor family
35( 20 .2 ) Concentrate and think very hard about things
33( lg .l ) Free your mind up from all thoughts, like a blank screen
28(16.2^ Comrainp with nature
2mLJU_Exert yourself in some physical way, like running or hiking or swlming.
26(15.0^ nthPr
25( 1 4 . 5) Listen carefully to the advice of friends anchor family
23( 13 . 3) Go where you can meet new and Interesting people
17(9 . 8)—Pray to God or engage in some other religious activity
8(4.6) Start seeing a psychotherapist
32. Considering your own "true feelings" episode, which of the following stateirentsbest describes the state of your feelings before you got in touch with them.
70(40.7) They existed before, but were buried or hidden deep inside yourself.
50(29.1) They existed before and you were aware of them, but you had never paid
much attention to them.
36(20.9) They existed before and you were aware of them, and you generally paid
attention to them when they occured.
16(9.3) ^They were totally new feelings, created during the experience itself.
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S(9.1) Sf(90.9) L^rtru'^leeliS^'^"'"'"' ^^^^ ^ ^^^^
^5(82.1) S?17.9) iyt:e1SlSgI!^^'°"""P^ ^^^P-^ - - ^^^^
In your own words, what relationship do you see between psychotherapy andgetting in touch with true feelings.
34. There's a story about a man who was out of touch with his true feelings
With the help of friends and therapy, he believed that he was finally able to
get in touch with his true feelings. One day, as a result, he took a gun and shot
several menbers of his family.
Please read all four statements below, then put a check next to the
statement you agree with most:
101(60.1) The man may have been in touch with his true feelings, but true feelings can
sometimes lead to bad actions as well as to good actions.
37(22.0) The man may have been in touch with his true feelings, but he misunderstood
their meaning.
24(14.3) The man may have been in touch with his true feelings, and understood their
meaning, but nevertheless acted badly for other reasons.
$(3.S) ^The man was not in touch with his true feelings, because true feelings
do not lead to bad actions.
Please explain your choice:_
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BACKGROUND I^FORMATIaJ
Your age (mean = 20)
sex (circle one)
class (circle one)
race (circle one)
Male Female
57(32.9) 116(67.1)
freshman sophmore
38(21.9) 59(34.1)
black white
2(1.2) 167(96.5)
junior senior grad
48(27.7) 26(15.0) 1(.06)
hispanic asian other
3(1.7) 0
**PI£fta ftfffyriR** (and remeitber, your responses are conpletely anonymous)
How well did this questionnaire capture your "true feelings- experience (circle one)
Not very well Fairly well Quite well very well
19(11-0) 81(47.1) 57(33.1) 15(8.7)
How honest and conscientious would you say you were in fillinq out this
questionnaire (circle one)
:
I wasn't very i was fairly i was veryhonest and honest and honest and
conscientious conscientious conscientious
° 57(32.9) 116(67.1)
Do you have any final oomnents about "true feelings", this questionnaire, or
the study in general?
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